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letter
fro m t h e e di t o r

Dear Ladies and
Gentlemen
There are events that have be-

pjur & We-Vibe partner to create
new co-branded products
We-Vibe Lube – made by pjur & We-Vibe Clean – made by pjur

come kind of a tradition in the erotic industry, fixed dates that are

Wasserbillig, Luxembourg - pjur group and We-Vibe today

marked in many a calendar, in

announce a par tnership to launch two new co-branded

Europe as well as internationally:

products, We-Vibe Lube – made by pjur and We-Vibe Clean

This July, industry and trade mem-

– made by pjur. Especially created by pjur for use with We-

bers turned out in droves for ANME
in Los Angeles, and in the Netherlands, the Shots Sales Week offered
the visitors lots of opportunities to

V i b e p r o d u c t s , We -V i b e Lu b e – m a d e b y p j u r i s a w a t e r b a s e d p e r s o n a l l u b r i c a n t a n d We -V i b e C l e a n – m a d e b y
pjur is an alcohol-free cleaning spray.

take a look at new products and
brands, discuss business strategies,
and establish new contacts. In September, it's time for the in-house
show of Scala Playhouse as the
trade and industry turn their attention to the holiday season. And af-

B

oth companies did spot-

light the new products at

the ANME in Burbank, California on July 12-14, 2015. The
products are available to re-

ter that, it's on to the biggest Euro-

tailers in the EU in September

pean industry event: On October

and in October for those in

7 to 9, eroFame will welcome visi-

North America and Australia.

tors from all over the world. Already

“We-Vibe has found a perfect

now, more than 190 exhibitors have

partner to help ensure that our

booked at stand at the show,

The ne w pr o ducts ar e av ailab le t o
r e taile r s in the EU in Se pte mb er

customers get the best possible We-

water-based lubricant specifically

Vibe experience,” said Frank Ferrari,

for use with We-Vibe products. It en-

also highly interesting newcomers

president of Standard Innovation,

hances the ease and comfort of in-

who want to make a name for

creators of the We-Vibe brand.

timate sexual activity by providing

themselves in the market. The un-

“pjur’s premium quality and global

additional moisture and long lasting

broken popularity of trade shows in

reach make great bedfellows for

lubrication. The alcohol-free We-Vibe

general and eroFame in particular

We-Vibe, extending our product line

Clean – made by pjur is created for

into the premium personal lubricant

gentle hygienic cleaning for adult

and cleaner space.” “The core

pleasure products. The dermatolo-

more, the trade members get the

competencies of both companies

gically-tested spray reduces odor

opportunity to pick up a product,

have come together for the benefit

and is formulated for use with ma-

to touch it and experience it in the

of We-Vibe customers around the

terials sensitive to alcohol such as

flesh before they make their pur-

world,” said Alexander Giebel, foun-

latex, rubber and silicone. Both pro-

chasing decision – much like the

der and CEO of the pjur group.

ducts are sold in 100ml bottles. For

“These products have been speci-

more information on these products

ally created for We-Vibe and tested

in Canada or the US, please contact

for compatibility by a leading Ger-

We-Vibe at

man laboratory. We’ve also desig-

vibe.com or +1-613-828-6678. For

among them many renowned,
well-established companies, but

goes to demonstrate that personal
contact is still extremely important,
even in this digitalised world. What's

consumers get to do in the shops.
In this issue, we give you a little taste
of what eroFame and the exhibiting companies have in store for
the trade.

customercare@we-

ned unique packaging to appeal

all other global territories please

That's it for this month!

to the We-Vibe shopper.”

contact pjur at sales@pjur.com or

Randolph Heil

We-Vibe Lube – made by pjur is a

+352 7489890.
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Pipedream welcomes Jesus Ruiz
A new team member
C h a t s w o r t , U S A - Pi p e d r e a m i s p r o u d t o a n n o u n c e t h a t t h e i r t e a m i s g r o w i n g a s t h e y
welcome Jesus Ruiz to the sales depar tment. In his new role as Sales Assistant, Ruiz will
improve retail suppor t by providing in-depth product trainings, representation at industr y
events, and merchandising assistance.
e brings with him over two years of sales and mer-

H

“I’m on cloud nine!” ex-

chandising experience from Oxballs, where his exper-

claimed Ruiz. “I’m extremely

tise most recently helped the company earn the coveted

excited – it’s such a privilege

Cybersocket award for Best Product/Retail Site. “We are

to join the top manufacturer

extremely excited for Jesus to join the Dream Team,” said

in the industry. I look forward

Visual Merchandiser Briana Honz. “His enthusiasm and drive

to all of the challenges that

makes him a great fit for our dedicated and hardworking

Pipedream has in store for

team. He is the perfect representative for our brand and

me and the hard work it takes

we look forward to watching him grow and succeed.”

to remain #1.”

Free POS-materials for the
new Swan Wand

Th e n ew S w a n W a n d i s e l e g a nt , c hic a nd c ont empora ry

W

imbourne, England - Retailers who buy the new Swan

Wand from ABS Holdings get free POS materials to

promote this vibrator. The Swan Wand is a customer favourite thanks to its flexible neck, easy-use design and
sleek silicone finish. This toy is great for couples play and
massages and makes light work of tired muscles. The new
Swan Wand features a tapered handle for a great grip
and gets to any hard-to-reach spots that require some
serious TLC. In stunning packaging and with a POS that
highlights the luxury of the Swan Wand, this gorgeous new
toy can makean instant impact. For more details please
contact the award winning sales team on 01202 868 511
or sales@absholdings.com
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The Screaming O expands presence with
expanded international retail initiative
U S - m a n u f a c t u re r f o rg e s ne w rela t io n s hip s w it h A us t ra lia re t a ile rs
Los Angeles, US A – The Screaming O has launched a new sales initiative that has expanded
and renewed the brand’s reach into retail stores into Australia. As par t of its ongoing international expansion, the company is enhancing its presence by working directly with stores
to update sales tools, merchandising materials, and product options to ensure consumers
have access to the latest and most popular SKUs in The Screaming O catalog.
creaming O representatives re-

S

materials and affordable pricing.

tatives also put special focus on for-

cently embarked on a sales

“Australia is one of our fastest-growing

ging new relationships to introduce the

excursion to Australia, visiting upwards

markets and it was due time to meet

brand’s 70+ catalog to stores not yet

of 50 stores to evaluate the brand’s

with retailers to provide them with the

familiar with the brand. Retailers were

presence and receive direct feed-

same level of support that our domes-

especially excited about using custom

back regarding its performance.

tic partners receive,” The Screaming

graphics to create colorful shopping

These valuable in-person meetings

O Account Executive Conde Aumann

environments that prompt shoppers

gave team members an up-close

said. “Buying decisions are different

to explore The Screaming O’s full

view of The Screaming O’s shelf and

down under and we wanted to learn

range. “We have long-standing relati-

slatwall displays while providing a

more about Aussie consumers’ tastes

onships with distributors and stores in

valuable opportunity to update sig-

and what stores need in terms to mes-

the region but we wanted the oppor-

nage and educate buyers of the

saging, marketing and merchandising

tunity to better understand their needs

brand’s latest campaigns and new

to help boost sales. It was also an in-

by meeting with them face to face,”

products. Buyers’ interest peaked with

credibly valuable opportunity to swap

Aumann said. “It was a pleasure to

The Screaming O’s special focus on

out old branding and signage to

see our current partners and also get

quality, body-safe

make sure that Australian shoppers get

a chance to introduce our full line to

acquainted with The

stores that hadn’t yet gotten acquain-

Screaming O’s bright,

ted with our brand – some didn’t

fun and sex-positive

realize that The Screaming O makes

message.” Represen-

much more than vibrating rings!”

Pipedream continues
to shock the market
Therapy collection has

four glass attachments offers a unique

grown this year to now

ambience, sensation, and intensity as

feature 31 products inclu-

the violet colored electricity dances

ding the professional grade Violet

from the wand onto the skin. The

Wand Electro-Sex Starter Kit. The easy-

power unit offers a no-slip grip and

K i t i s a n e a s y - t o - us e el ec t ros ex devic e

to-use electrosex device plugs directly

multi-speed dial that easily adjusts the

Chatsworth, USA - Pipedream’s best-

into the wall and is available in both

intensity of the shock, going from a

selling Fetish Fantasy Series Shock

US and UK/EU versions. Each of the

light tap to a powerful throb instantly.

The Violet Wand Electro-Sex Starter
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Tickler introduces two new Toyfriends
R u by T o y f ri e n d & B u ddy T o y frie n d
Stockholm, Sweden

- For the ladies they presented a Swedish-

d e s i g n e d t a k e o n t h e R a b b i t , c a l l e d R u b y To y f r i e n d . W i t h t h e
Toyfriend's smooth and quality silicone in combination
with two strong motors at a collapsing cur rency price
the company seems convinced to have a winning offer.

Two new T oy f r i e n d s

B

duction and that the products

holder that keeps it up and keeps it

are safe to use. The Toyfriends

safe with a smart click on/off solution

are available for distribution

combined with good design and the

from: Eropartner Distribution,

uddy Toyfriend is an elegant erection

smooth and safe Toyfriend silicone. All

Europe and Basic Instinct

the Tickler Toyfriends are produced in an

for Scandinavia. Please con-

ISO 13485 certified facility which means

tact info@eropartner.com or

that it is approved for medical pro-

sales@basicinstinct.se

by T i c kl er. . .

...have been released
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Lovehoney unveils brand new Official
Motörhead Pleasure Collection
Pow er & p lea s u re f ro m t h e l o u de s t ba n d o n e a rt h
Bath, England - Motörhead - The Official Pleasure Collection boasts four bullets and classic torpedo shaped
vibes, all decorated with the band’s iconic logo and
branding - and delivers the sor t of power and pleasure
everybody would expect from the ‘loudest band on Earth’.
The collection was launched in July at ANME Founders
show and will be available from distributors shor tly after.
otörhead are one of the world’s

M

range captures the rock and

biggest rock bands, having

roll lifestyle of the band per-

released 21 studio albums and

fectly, and offers a unique

countless singles including the hits

counterpoint to the traditionally

‘Ace of Spades’ and ‘Overkill’ - after

pink and purple toys that

which the vibes are named. The deal

currently dominate the market.”

was brokered by Global Merchandi-

Global Merchandising’s CEO,

sing Services, Inc. who represent

Barry Drinkwater said: “Global is

Motörhead exclusively for retail, tour

excited to be rockin’ our

and licensing. "One of the songs on

clientele in such a fast growing

w ith le ge n dar y r o ck band Mot ör h ea d

our debut album was called 'Vibrator'

industry. We like nothing better than

Magic in August and their warmly

so we had to have our own one day,

making the fans happy… and we’re

received Glastonbury Festival appea-

right?!,”

Lo v e ho n e y has j o ine d f o r ce s

singer

thrilled to be partnering with Love-

rance this year, we are certain that

Lemmy. “Apparently, it was worth the

honey.” Lovehoney’s Commercial

Motörhead - The Official Pleasure

wait!" Lovehoney’s co-founder Neal

Director Ray Hayes said: “Motörhead’s

Collection will become a firm favou-

Slateford said: “We designed these

massive fan base is a testament to

rite for lovers and rock fans alike.” If

classic vibes for both fans of

their popularity, with the band having

you’d like to know more about

Motörhead and rock lovers, as well

sold more than 15 million albums

stocking the Motörhead collection,

as those who just want a cool looking

worldwide. With the announcement

contact Lovehoney’s Trade team,

toy to add to their collection. The

of the band’s 22nd studio album Bad

tradesalesteam@lovehoney.co.uk

said

Motörhead

New MALESATION cockrings

W

adgassen, Germany - S&T

items feature an innovative design,

Rubber's brand MALESATION

great

packaging

and

good

has released 12 new cockrings.

quality. More information about

They offer four different version:

S & T Rubber's product range

Metal Ring Black Stamina, Metal

can be found in their shop

Ring Rainbow Steel, Rounded Steel

www.strubbi.com or at +49 (0)

and Metal Ring Triple Steel. The

6834 – 4006-0

MA LE S A T I O N h a s r el ea s ed 12 new c oc k ring s
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The womanizer is an
ETO-Award winner
“Best new female product 2015”
Flensburg, Germany - This world novelty is a sensation: the womanizer is uncomplicated, easy
to use and makes women´s dreams come tr ue!

T

he love toy innovation has been awarded the ETO-Award

for the “Best new female product 2015” at the same-na-

med B2B trade show ETO (Erotic Trade Only) at the National
Exhibition Centre in Birmingham! The womanizer is the innovation in the whole of the erotic pleasure-givers range because it provides (multiple) orgasms without touching the
clitoris! The principle is extremely simple: the sucking of the
clitoris, and the stimulation from precisely controlled pulsating
pressure waves, trigger the orgasm. It is not only the long
wait for the climax that is now in the past but also the overstimulation of the clitoris that went with it because what isn’t
touched can´t be overstimulated.

Fifty Shades of Grey – Playroom
Kits now available at ABS

W

imbourne, England - ABS Holdings is very pleased to

announce that the new Playroom Kits from the Official

Fifty Shades of Grey Collection are now available. “For those
wishing to up their Fifty Shades games, the new Playroom Kits
have arrived,” enthuses Senior Sales Executive Glenn Wilde.
“These new items are a welcome new addition to the bestselling range. Each item is of the high quality our customers
have come to expect and they are all branded with the
highly recognizable livery that now catch everyone’s eye. Restraint is the name of the game with these cuff and
tether sets. The Control Freak offers under the bed
restraint, whilst the Stand to Attention lets you transform a door to a much more interesting device.
Promise to Obey is a pair of arm restraints which
makes a change from the wrist and ankle cuffs of
yore, whilst Trust Me is an always handy spreader
bar. Each item comes with full instructions and will
sit proudly with existing Fifty Shades products.”
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“The sho w w as br i lli a n t .“

Bathmate at the ETO

Tim Br o w n, Br an d Mana ger B a t h m a t e

New p r o du c t s t o b e l a u n c h e d
H o r b u r y, E n g l a n d - T i m B r o w n , B r a n d M a n a g e r a t B a t h m a t e , r e c e n t l y
attended the ETO show in Birmingham, the UKs largest B2B adult
t r a d e f a i r. “ We w e r e v e r y g r a t e f u l a n d h o n o u r e d t o b e a s k e d t o
present Bathmate on the ABS booth.

O

ver the last 12 months we developed a very

for guys whose penis in no

close working with Symon and Kate and we

longer than 5.5 inches. ”The

really pleased to support ABS at the show,” Tim

reason why we have brought the

commented. “The show was brilliant, the atmosphere

new X20 to market is because we have

at the show was very positive and it was great to see

a lot of customer demand. We have concentrated

some new faces as well as some very familiar ones.”

on pumps that are for the average man and

Bathmate aim to launch two new products this year:

bigger, this has left a gap in the market, a gap which

the first of which is launched at ANME in July, The new

we have now filled. We aim to ensure we make a

Hydromax X20 is the first addition to the range. The

product suitable for everyman on the planet,”

Hydromax X20 has the same great features as the

Tim said. The next new product will be launched at

Hydromax X30 and X40 but is a little smaller, designed

eroFame in October.

Complete every look with
Leg Avenue’s Leg Candy

W

ijchen, The Netherlands Leg Avenue’s wide range

of hosiery answers every need
for fabulous leg candy. Whether
it’s to complete a KINK outfit,
playful lingerie look, or to create
the perfect look for erotic clubbing – Leg Avenue has it all.
Thigh highs with vinyl tops,
fishnets, perfectly matching stockings, or even sexy pantyhose
for daily-wear are available at
Leg Avenue. Legs must be spoiled with the hottest leg candy,
and looks must be completed
with the most desirable hosiery.
Sexy hosiery are very suitable for
erotic stores – retailers should
make sure that customers can
complete their look in the store.
Le g Av e nue ’ s wi d e r a n ge of
ho sie r y ans wer s ever y n eed
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The royally pleasurable
King Cock has arrived!
The ultimate collection of dildos
Almere, The Netherlands – The new, much anticipated King Cock collection by Pipedream has
arrived at Scala Playhouse! The King Cock
range offers a wide variety of amazingly lifelike
dongs; where ever y vein, ever y shaf t, and ever y
h e a d i s c a r e f u l l y h a n d c r a f t e d w i t h ex q u i s i t e
eye for detail to give the
end-user the most realistic
experience ever imagined.

“K

ing Cock is the ultimate

collection of dildos that look

and feel just like the rock-hard studs you've always fantasized
about. Every King Cock is phthalate-free, latex-free,
body-safe, hypoallergenic, and best of all, King Cock is
proudly made in the USA so you can enjoy every
masterpiece with confidence”, Pipedream states. The range
offers various types of toys; ranging from harness compatible
dildos, which feature a strong suction-cup base that sticks
to nearly any flat surface, to double dongs for satisfaction in
stereo. The King Cock dongs are available in three colors:
flesh, brown and black. The King Cock collection by
Pipedream is now ready to order at Scala Playhouse.

Bijoux Indiscrets appoints new
United States Sales Manager

B

arcelona, Spain - Bijoux Indiscrets, the

Barcelona brand and based in New York,

announces Lisa Sananes as leading head
of the US sales team. Successfully leading
the Bijoux Indiscrets European Sales Team
for more than three years, Lisa Sananes mixes an impressive strategic approach, with
a vast experience in retail and in-depth
knowledge

of

the

brand

and

its

products. Lisa has an outstanding track
record in marketing and development for the high-end skincare sector, for premium brands like Decleor and Carita. She
will strengthen Bijoux Indiscrets activities in its core markets
and expand the presence of the company in the US.
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Clonezone dominates
London Pride
Biggest parade ever
London, England - Clonezone had another successful Pride in London
which saw the UK’s leading gay retailer dominate the march through
the city. The theme of this year’s parade was Heroes, and Clonezone
chose US model and ex veteran Alex Minsky as theirs. Alex is popular in
the gay community due to his good looks and vocal suppor t of gay
rights. He also lost a leg in the Afghanistan war making him a true hero
T h e Clon e z o n e P r i d e T ru c k

P

and inspiration to all.

ride in London is the city’s big-

side who waved to the crowd as

amazing award winning KU Bar

gest one-day event, and one

they made their way through Lon-

gang, the London Fur community,

of the world’s biggest LGBT+ cele-

don. As always, the Clonezone

Rubber Pups, Chariots Saunas, Haus

brations. Last year more than

store in Soho became an after

Bound Drag Collective and a se-

750,000 people came along, and

march destination as DJ Aamyko

lection of the hottest gay porn stars

this year that number topped a mil-

played in store and people partied

in branded Nit swimwear. Our Clo-

lion, for the first time ever. Clone-

on the street. “This was the best Lon-

nezone whistles were also a big hit

zone chose a big rig truck which

don Pride yet!! says Topher Taylor,

and could be heard for the entire

they covered in branded balloons

Clonezone’s Marketing Manager.

day.” Celebrations were extra jovial

and surrounded with hot men and

“We had such amazing support;

due to the sunny weather and the

supporters to cele-

from our wheel stewards who vo-

USA ruling on same sex marriage,

brate their hero in-

lunteered through Twitter, to the

making it legal in all 50 states.

The summer fling: B Swish’s Bgood
Deluxe Personal Massager

L

os Angeles, USA -

safe silicone,

body-safe massagers at obtainable

6

powerful

prices, and the Bgood Deluxe is a

f u n c t i o n s,

prime example of this philosophy.”

waterproof

As a member of B Swish’s Deluxe

construction

Line of personal massagers, the

and conve-

Bgood Deluxe arrives in sleek pa-

Boutique

nient AAA battery operation. There’s

ckaging and is available in 3 vibrant

brand B Swish wants to bring the

no surprise then the Bgood Deluxe

colors, including Hot Pink, Tangerine

California sun to your bedroom this

is one of B Swish’s most popular

and Blue. A velvety pouch is also in-

summer with the Bgood Deluxe

items. Barney, B Swish’s in-house

cluded, perfect for storing and tra-

personal massager.

The Bgood

educator explains, “From first-time

vel. Learn more about the Bgood

Deluxe is a modern rendition on the

solo users to experienced couples,

Deluxe with Educational Flyers, Edu-

tradition vibe we all know and love.

the Bgood Deluxe is a staple in

cational Video and online marketing

You’ll fall head-over-heels with its

many of our customer’s drawers,

support available on B Swish’s B2B

sleek and familiar design highlighted

and with good reason. B Swish pri-

site: us.bswish.com or email at:

with modern touches such as body-

des itself on offering high-quality,

info@bswish.com
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Maximize your sales potential!
Available at Scala: MaleEdge & Jes-Extender
Almere, The Netherlands - The luxurious Jes-Extender helps end-users maximize their penis
potential, while helping retailers maximize their sales figures! This innovative penile extender
guarantees an impressive increase in length and gir th, without having to go under the knife.

T

he Jes-Extender is developed to offer men as an

videos and in-

alternative to invasive surgery; it enables an all na-

formative Q&A

tural extension with lasting results. The device is sleek

brochures. ‘The

and compact: allowing the end-user to wear it di-

use of Jes-Ex-

scretely underneath his clothes. Nobody will notice

tender POS ma-

his ambition to grow! Besides being an amazing op-

terial has pro-

tion for end-users who desire penis growth, the Jes-

ven to boost

Extender is also a great investment for retailers. Retai-

sales by 300 to

lers who stock the Jes-Extender can expect a very

400 percent’, states the brand itself. The Jes-Extender

interesting profit on each product sale. To maximize

is now available at Scala Playhouse in various editions,

your sales potential even further the brand offers va-

such as the unique ‘Gold’ version; which features lu-

rious POS options, such as product displays, instruction

xurious 24 carat gold detailing on the device.

N E W S

Scala Playhouse branches out
into room service
M a n zo' s S u i t e s i n Z a a n da m , t h e Ne t he rla n ds
Almere, The Netherlands - Scala Playhouse’s best-selling
toys are now available through a unique ‘room ser vice
box’ in the new luxur y boutique hotel Manzo’s Suites in
Zaandam, The Netherlands. The seductive box can be ordered by hotel guests who want to spice up their stay
with a naughty twist.

Scala's best-selling toys are now available through

to make their stay extra special.”

unusual option such as a box full of

During the boutique hotel’s grand

adult novelties perfectly compliments

opening on the 25th of June, the

our one-of-a-kind attitude.” Scala Play-

he Manzo’s Suites box includes a

T

‘room service box’ was displayed tas-

house Key Account Manager Ga-

selection of TOYJOY products from

tefully on the bed in one of the rooms.

briëlle Looman - Teunissen, who faci-

the TOYJOY Just For You, TOYJOY Clas-

Hoekstra: “We wanted people to be

litated the room service box, is

sics and TOYJOY Basics assortment.

able to sample all the extras we are

pleased about all the positive respon-

The hotel also decided to add an in-

able to offer. We decided on a chic

ses it received: “At Scala Playhouse

dulgent Bijoux Indiscrets body paint

black packaging, with a luxurious

we are always looking for new chan-

to the contents. “We wanted to offer

black and gold ribbon; which per-

nels to introduce our products to the

our hotel guests more than just a stan-

fectly compliments the interior of the

mainstream market. The collaboration

dard room service assortment”, Beau

Manzo’s Suites hotel.” The four suites

with Manzo’s Suites is a perfect exam-

Hoekstra, part of the Marketing De-

and six rooms are decorated in either

ple of Scala Playhouse branching out

partment at Manzo’s Suites explained.

a gold, silver or copper color scheme

in unusual and exciting ways. We

Hoekstra: “Here at Manzo’s Suites, we

and have special features like a round

hope the box will become a big hit,

like to do things a little differently; to

bathroom in the middle of the room.

as it opens the door to many more

add a special twist to each of our

Hoekstra: “This isn’t just another stan-

opportunities that will allow us to intro-

ten rooms. This box is a fun,

dard hotel: it’s a unique boutique ho-

duce adult novelties to the main-

playful option for our guest

tel in a beautiful setting, so having an

stream audience.”

a ‘r oom ser v i c e bo x ’ i n t h e new hot el M a nz o’ s Suit es

New at ORION Wholesale: Innovative
Maro Kawaii love toys by Tokyo Design

F

lensburg, Germany -

their playful details. Their soft-touch

583260), Maro Kawaii Nr. 6 (Item

ORION Wholesale has

surface feels wonderfully smooth and

number 583278), Maro Kawaii Nr. 10

extended its assortment: the innova-

they love being used in the shower,

(Item number 583286). For orders

tive love toys Maro Kawaii by Tokyo

thanks to the fact that they are

and further information please con-

Design are available now from the

splash-proof.

tact: ORION Wholesale, Mr Hauke

erotic specialist. The cheeky pink

The following designs are currently

Christiansen, phone 0049-461-5040

pleasure-givers are small, compact

available: Maro Kawaii Nr. 2 (Item

210, fax 0049-461-5040 244, e-mail:

and are able to satisfy with their in-

number 583251),

hchristiansen@orion.de,

tense, rechargeable technology and

Maro Kawaii Nr. 5 (Item number

http://www.orion-wholesale.com
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Pipedream rocks ANME
with successful debuts
Fantasy C-Ringz, Icicles Gold Edition, and more
Chatswor th, USA - Pipedream is closing

Pipedream was very pleased with the ANME show

an ultra-successful summer ANME show
in high spirits after scoring the top honor at last night's StorErotica Awards. With five total nominations, the manufacturer took home the coveted accolade for Novelty Company of the Year.

“I

want to thank Kris, Lacy, and the

this summer’s most anticipated new

introduce new brands and innovative

entire StorErotica team for putting

collections including the compre-

products,” said VP of Product Deve-

on a great awards show, and I want

hensive 50+ piece Fantasy C-Ringz,

lopment Rob Phaneuf. “We try hard

to thank everyone in the industry for

Icicles Gold Edition, and Pipedream

to develop lines that fill a niche and

voting for us as Novelty Company of

Extreme Toyz Mega-Bators, plus ex-

give our customers a reason to

the Year,” said Pipedream Chairman

tensions to Pipedream’s best-selling

buy.” “Our entire staff was constantly

and CEO Nick Orlandino. “We work

Fetish Fantasy Series and Neon lines.

busy writing orders,” said VP of Sales

hard to make our brands stand out

Sir Richard’s Condom Company also

Steve Sav. “All the feedback we

among the crowd of choices, and

made their debut as Diamond

received was extremely positive –

this award proves that Pipedream

Products’ latest addition to their

customers were very pleased to see

continues to lead the industry as the

family of brands. “Year after year,

that we continue to offer the most

#1 adult novelty manufacturer in the

our customers are most impressed

unique products that are easy for

world.” ANME marked the debut of

by how Pipedream continues to

them to sell.”

Upcoming Scala Fair tropically themed
lmere, The

A

The Almere-based showroom will be

Carry with limited, one-of-a-kind offers.

Nether-

transformed into an exotic destination

During their last Fair, many Cash &

lands - Scala

for a very hot and lustful ‘Tropical

Carry items sold out very quickly. Besi-

Playhouse is ex-

Temptations’ edition of the Scala

des the Cash & Carry, their showroom

cited

an-

Fair. For two days, and two days only,

will feature many other exciting nooks

to

the

the showroom will ooze the atmo-

and corners. More details about the

theme of its upcoming Scala Fair on

sphere of all kinds of tropical de-

exact times will follow closer to the

the 6th and 7th of September, 2015.

lights. As always they'll have a Cash &

actual dates.

nounce

BeauMents Joyride by S&T Rubber now available

Jo y r i d e – perfec t for c ou pl es

adgassen, Germany - S&T Rub-

W

rechargeable via USB. The product is

ber's brand BeauMents presents

available under the item numbers

Joyride, a penis ring with a fancy de-

670000031302 (Joyride purple) and

sign. The soft surface and its five vi-

670000031303

bration modi make this ring a couples

gray). More information about S&T

toy according to S&T Rubber. The ring

Rubber's product range can be found

is made of silicone, can be operated

in their shop www.strubbi.com or at

by just one button, is waterproof and

+49 (0) 6834 – 4006-0
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Stores get the personal treatment from
Net 1on1 and Lovehoney
Supporting bricks & mortar stores
Shoreham-By-Sea, England - Following a busy year for both the UK based distributor Net
1on1 Wholesale, and manufacturer of the successful Fif ty Shades of Grey Official Pleasure
Collection products, both power houses are joining forces to suppor t their bricks and mor tar
store customers with a freshly launched retailer initiative aimed to offer suppor t with the
award-winning brand in-store.
orking

W

them sell to their end consumer ins-

lection has fast become a best-selling

closely to

tead, as this will be the key to success!

brand in the distributor’s catalogue.

ensure that sto-

We’re going to work closely with Jim

Primrose adds, “The Fifty Shades of

res are not only

and his team on a store-by-store basis

Grey demand across the globe con-

driving sales but

offering staff and brand training to en-

tinues to grow and the UK is no ex-

also acting as

sure they maximise the unique op-

ception. There is no substitute for the

ambassadors

portunity that only Fifty Shades of Grey

real thing, so don't be fooled by

of the Official

can deliver, as it bridges the adult

cheap imitations, consumers de-

Fifty Shades of

market to mainstream consumers, at-

mand the best and if it says Fifty Sha-

Grey

brand,

tracting new customers into store.” Net

des of Grey, they know what they are

both Jim Primrose and Sebastian

1on1 Wholesale has been distributing

getting. We are pleased to continue

Gonzalez, sales managers for Love-

the licensed brand on behalf of Lo-

working closely with Net 1on1 to help

honey and Net 1on1 will be taking to

vehoney as of Summer last year, and

drive our retailer initiative and are al-

high street stores across the country

since then has successfully provided

ready visiting retailers across the UK &

in order to offer face-to-face support

impressive platforms from which the

Europe offering staff product and

with the collection. Gonzalez says,

brand can be promoted, such as

brand training. We’re advising retailers

“This hands on approach is vital to

prominent window displays in Har-

who would like to participate in this

both us and Lovehoney as it allows us

mony on Oxford Street and a pop-up

initiative to contact Net 1on1!” In ad-

to find out first-hand, the key areas for

shop for Fenwicks department store

dition to the existing Fifty Shades of

us and our customers to grow the

in the heart of Mayfair, in London, to

Grey Collection already on offer

brand, as well as gauge what will sell

name but a few. With these achieve-

through Net 1on1, the distributor can

best in their stores. We basically want

ments and combined efforts of dri-

now help you bring The Red Room to

to avoid just selling products to the

ving sales with online retailers too, the

the bedroom with the new Fifty Sha-

stores, but keep in focus, helping

Fifty Shades of Grey Pleasure Col-

des of Grey Playroom Kits.

EXSENS is launching a new cooling
stimulation gel with raspberry mint flavor

A

a great-quality, smooth and odorless

available in the Renegade col-

TPR vibrator. The design features two

vibrations and is available in two co-

lection by NS Novelties: the Monster

powerful motors: one in the shaft and

lors: royal blue and onyx black. The

Meat Long Vibe. This vibrator is mea-

one at the tip of the vibe, which pro-

exciting new addition to the Rene-

suring an impressive 30,5 cm (12 in-

vide maximum stimulation for the

gade collection by NS Novelties is now

ches). The Monster Meat Long Vibe is

end-user. The Monster Meat Long Vibe

ready to order at Scala Playhouse.

lmere, The Netherlands - Now

has powerful, multispeed
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pjur at the Cologne AidsGala
Premium company distributes product samples on the red carpet
Wasserbillig, Luxembourg - On Friday, July 3, the pjur group
presented the distinguished guests at the Cologne AidsGala
with product samples. Right on the red carpet, personal
lubricants and chocolates - packaged in little yellow bags were presented to Ralph Morgenstern, Tim Fischer, German Super talent winner Marcella Rockefeller, and many other VIPs.
hands.” A flurry of camera flashes ac-

buted product samples on the Aids-

companied the appearance of ‘Con-

Gala red carpet last year, the only

chita 4711’, the Cologne-based Con-

company to do so. Because of last

“U

nbelievable,

chita Wurst double, on the red carpet.

year’s resounding response, the com-

thank you very much! You can

The real ESC winner appeared at the

pany decided to do the same again

never have enough pjur personal lu-

Gala later, and performed two songs,

in 2015. “We’re very happy to continue

bricants”, said Tatjana Taft, well-known

including ‘Rise Like a Phoenix’. The Co-

raising awareness of AIDS with pjur. Alt-

drag queen on the scene. Elisabeth

logne Aidshilfe organization also pre-

hough there have been great advan-

Dahmen, PR Manager at pjur, was

sented Conchita Wurst with the Jean-

ces in this field, AIDS is still very much

also very happy: “The atmosphere

Claude Letist Prize for her extraordinary

a current problem, and we wish to

was fantastic and people were literally

life journey and her contribution as a

continue the fight together with ot-

grabbing the little bags out of our

role model for many. pjur also distri-

hers”, said Elisabeth Dahmen.

For everyone who likes it a bit wilder

Special Edition

F

lensburg,

Ger-

nizer in a tattoo design for everyone

simple: the sucking of the clitoris, and

many - It is a sen-

who likes it a bit wilder! The new edition

the stimulation from precisely control-

sation: the womanizer is un-

with a decorative tattoo and a black

led pulsating pressure waves, trigger

complicated, easy to use and makes

handle is even quieter therefore, ma-

the orgasm. It is not only the long wait

women´s dreams come true – and

king pure private pleasure possible.

for the climax that is now in the past

it looks great as well! Up until now the

The womanizer is an innovative pro-

but also the overstimulation of the cli-

revolutionary women´s favourite has

duct in the whole of the erotic plea-

toris that went with it because what

been available in five different colours

sure-givers range because it provides

isn’t touched can´t be overstimula-

and two Swarovski editions. However,

(multiple) orgasms without touching

ted. You can find more information

now there is a special edition woma-

the clitoris! The principle is extremely

at www.womanizer-wholesale.com.

Adoravibes and Firefly collections by
NS Novelties at Scala

A

lmere, The Netherlands -

lections; and make a good purchase

made of smooth silicone, offer 10 thril-

New in the NS Novelties

for the entry-level consumers. The Ado-

ling functions and are ready to order

assortments at Scala: The Adoravibes

ravibes range features three adorable,

in pink, blue and purple. The Firefly col-

and Firefly collections. Both are great-

compact vibes; good for discreet, yet

lection consists of good-value anal

quality, affordable and colorful col-

intense pleasure. These cute vibes are

plugs made of soft TPE.
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BMS Factory gains approval
from customers at ANME

P alm P o w e r fr om B MS

N e w p ro duc t s a n d a ddit io n s
Toronto, Canada – BMS Factor y amazed visitors at ANME with exciting new products and
additions to their already award-winning collections. The best-selling PalmPower – a show
favourite by many who visit ANME, and the new PalmPower Recharge were on display.

T

he PalmPower Recharge is a fully

the moment they were shown to visi-

Also, 2 new versions of Booty Beads

USB rechargeable version of the

tors, especially the Palm Tease which

were introduced with functions which

Original PalmPower that still achieves

creates an intense triple stimulation

include 3 speeds and 4 vibration

incredible power and has a darker

sensation intended for the clitoris but

patterns. Available in the standard

accent finish. Adding more possibili-

can essentially be used almost

size and Mega size, Booty Beads with

ties, the PalmPower Collection has

anywhere the user wants like the rest

Functions will be offered in 2 new co-

further expanded its value to custo-

of the attachments. These attach-

lours – dark grey and royal purple.

mers with the addition of 5 new at-

ments are now ready and shipping.

A crowd favourite, the Swan Wand

tachments. Available separately and

Rain, the hot new item from the

with its deep rumbling vibrations was

compatible with both the Original

PowerBullet family is set to expand its

also on display. With all of the excite-

PalmPower and PalmPower Re-

offerings with Soft Rain and was

ment surrounding the Swan Wand, a

charge, these new attachments

shown for the first time this past week-

new more compact version of the

consist of the Palm Embrace, Palm

end. Available in 4 beautiful colours,

Swan Wand was shown. On track to

Bliss, a 2-pack of replacement Palm

Soft Rain features PowerBullet’s belo-

be released this October, the Mini

Caps, and a dual pack called Palm

ved Breeze finish which is silky smooth

Swan Wand is also waterproof, finis-

Pleasure which offers a variation on

and soft. For those who already have

hed with the same soft 100% silicone

the Leaf Vitality called the Palm De-

a Rain display, Soft Rain has a stan-

and is USB rechargeable like its larger

light and a triple stimulator called the

dalone display which can also be

version, and has a single intense vi-

Palm Tease. The new attachments

inserted into the centre compart-

bration at the large tip with incremen-

received a lot of excitement from

ment of the original Rain display.

tal speed control.

Shots America: Impressive Grand Opening

S

anta Clarita, USA -

SKU’s perfectly merchandised along

customers base had never had the

Shots

America

the futuristic furniture that decorated

availability to purchase before this

Grand Opening Festivi-

their offices, conference room &

date. The Grand Opening Dinner Ce-

ties were from July 9th

showroom. More than 100 customers

lebration was held at Sabor Cocina

to July15th (before, during

that visited the facility were wowed

Mexicana, a very unique and won-

& after the ANME Founders

and everyone said that they were

derful Mexican restaurant hidden in

Show in Burbank). Customers from

extremely impressed and the project

the Santa Clarita Valley. This week’s

around the world were eager to see

exceeded their expectations. This

success shows that hard work really

Shots America new state-of-the-art

was the single largest new product

pays off. Shots America will operate

35,000 square feet facility that inclu-

release by an adult toy manufacturer

everyday Monday to Friday from

des a spectacular 3,000 square feet

ever on a new market. Shots America

8:00 am to 5:00 pm. More info:

showroom with more than 1,900

unveiled 1,600 new SKU’s that the US

info@shotsamerica.com

Shots America is working
on full scale now
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Kheper Games launches new website
www.khepergames.com
Seattle, US A - Kheper Games, Inc. is excited to announce a complete redesign of their
website www.khepergames.com. The new site now offers catalog quality image downloads
and a Product Languages page that helps customers easily identif y what products are in
English, French, Spanish, Ger man and 7 other languages.

C

launching 11 innovative new products at ANME and we

Kheper Games, Inc. via the new website. The home

know that Sex Toy Seductions will be a big hit due to the in-

page features the newest release prominently and this

novativeness of this product,” explains CEO Brian Pellham.

month’s feature is Sex Toy Seductions. Sex Toy Seductions

“We are thrilled to also be able to launch these items early

launched at ANME and ships at the end of August / early

via our new website. I also would like to personally thank

September. It is an addition to the highly successful Se-

my good friend of almost 20 years, Matt Calkins, the owner

ductions line from Kheper Games, Inc. that includes: a

of Mattifesto Design, for a beautiful new website. It more

bullet and cock ring, mask, and 24 creative and detailed

than surpasses our standards for excel-

product-use cards. The well written and thoroughly tested

lence in packaging and design; while

cards share with lovers the many ways they can maximize

also integrating our brands into a very

their pleasure with these toys. “We are very excited to be

attractive online presentation.”

ustomers can now easily find out what is new with

The Flight Pilot by
Fleshlight

A

lmere, The Netherlands – Now

ready to order at Scala Playhouse: the Flight Pilot by

Fleshlight, a sleek and compact version of their bestselling male masturbator. The contemporary design of
the Flight Pilot is a departure from Fleshlight’s well known
flesh-colored materials and classic silhouette, but the
sensations are as amazing as ever! The Flight Pilot texture
is ‘turbulently pleasurable’ Fleshlight states. The internal
surface of the toy incorporates a number of textures, ranging from bumps and fingers to very pleasurable ribs.
The variation in the canal width will take any end-user
flying to new heights. The discreet, lighter case of the
Flight Pilot masturbator makes it perfect for travel and discreet pleasure on the go. Want to add some warmth to
your Fleshlight adventures? The unique new Fleshlight
Sleeve Warmer will raise the temperature of the internal texture of
your Fleshlight, ensuring a very
hot, realistic session with your favorite male masturbator!
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Addicted to love… Cannabis & Guarana
Mind expansion and energetic lovemaking with the new lubricants of Cobeco
Berkel en Rodenrijs, The Netherlands - The brand new Cannabis Lubricant uses all the best
of hemp oil, to create a real passionate, mind expanding sensual experience. Cannabis
Lubricant water based gives more erotic pleasure for both. This intimate lubricant has a
hydrating and moisturizing effect and creates a sof t and comfor table feeling during use.
nabis sativa plant produce oil that has

so it is well known for it’s energetic pro-

been used as an edible and cosme-

perties. Guarana Lubricant’s unique

tic product for approximately 3000 ye-

formula gives the product a light and

ars. This oil itself is rich in omega-6 and

easy spreadable texture, which ensu-

omega-3 essential fatty acids fatty

res a continuous sensual gliding for

acids and can prevent moisture loss

endless sexual pleasure for both part-

in the skin and help prevent premature

ners. This lubricant has a natural odour

New from Cobeco: Cannabis

aging, which makes hemp seed oil a

and it can also be used in combina-

Lubricant and Guarana Lubricant

natural moisturizer that makes your skin

tion with latex condoms. Experience

he unique formula gives the pro-

T

feel smooth and soft. Hemp is also

the erotic effects of Cobeco Pharma’s

duct a light and easy spreadable

rich in vitamin D, which is necessary

Guarana Lubricant to give your love

texture to ensure a continuous plea-

for calcium absorption to help

live an extra power boost! Guarana is

surable gliding. Cannabis Lubricant

achieve soft, smooth and hydrated

a natural product and comes from

makes the lovemaking more smooth

skin. Cobeco Pharma also presents

the lower Amazon (Brazil), where it

and comfortable and more intense.

the brand new sensual Guarana Lu-

grows in abundance. The plant has

This lubricant has a natural odour and

bricant. This unique intimate lubricant

only been known in Europe since

it can also be used in combination

makes optimal use of the qualities of

1817. Its seeds look like small chestnuts

with latex condoms. Reach new

the Paullinia Cupana Seed extract,

and have been used as natural

heights with Cobeco’s Cannabis Lu-

better known as the Guarana extract,

energy supplement since centuries by

bricant! Hemp oil comes from the

including caffeine. Experience passio-

the native inhabitants. The seeds con-

Cannabis Sativa plant but is also more

nate and energetic lovemaking with

tain high extracts of caffeine, much

often referred to as cannabis or mari-

Guarana lubricant! The Paullinia Cu-

higher than in coffee, tea or soft drinks.

juana. Cannabis is probably best

pana Seed extract (Guarana extract)

Guarana is being used to improve

known for its narcotic properties, but

is the most important ingredient of this

performances, both physical and

contains a lot of therapeutic uses and

new premium lubricant. This natural

mental, and for a better and longer

benefits as well. The seeds of the Can-

extract contains natural caffeine and

endurance.

EXSENS launched a stimulation
gel with raspberry mint flavor

S

aint Denis, France - Exsens com-

sphere conducive to sexual delight.

which gene-

bined different stimuli: touch,

The fresh and kissable formula

rates

characteristic aroma and cooling

greatly increases desire. Menthol

thoughts. The

sensation to increase arousal, thus

provides a cooling effect, making

formula was

stimulating eroticthoughts. Raspberry

the erogenous zones in women

created mostly for clitoral stimula-

Mint aroma helps create an atmo-

more receptive to sexual pleasure,

tion and for external use only.
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Nomi Tang cooperates with Next to
Nothing in Australia
NTN provides fulfillment service, warehousing and product distribution
Hongkong, China - Nomi Tang has signed an agreement
with Next to Nothing (NTN). It means that Nomi Tang has an
Australian warehouse, deliver y and suppor t centre now.
NTN has been established for over 24 years, its warehouse
in Sydney is only minutes drive to the airpor t and seapor t.

N

TN has built a reputation based on its’ high standard

housing and product distribution. Martin, Nomi Tang’s

of service and reliability and is renown for its quality

overseas marketing manager says, “This is a great

products. In the last few years the adult market in Aust-

chance to enter the Australian market. NTN only deals

ralia has changed dramatically: Brick and mortar retailers

with adult associated products and is an expert in the

don’t want to carry stock , they want “just in time” delivery.

field especially with regards to adult product regulations,

Websites want drop ship and do not carry stock. All re-

best pack and send practices, customized needs for

tailers want quick turn around and full access to stock

differing retail groups and consumer expectations. With

without any investment or commitment. Nomi Tang can

their expertise and quality service, I believe our products

solve those problems by cooperating with NTN, which is

can satisfy the Australian customers very well.” For more

a local company can provide fulfillment service, ware-

information: www.nomitang.com

Scala Playhouse stole
the ETO Show

A

lmere, The Netherlands -

The ETO Show on the 28th

and 29th of June in Birmingham
was once again a big success for Scala. The event was
the perfect stage for the company to present its newest
products to the UK-audience. Berry Koldewijn, Director of
Scala Playhouse: “The ETO Show was a brilliant occasion
to show the UK-retailers our latest releases, such as our five
new TOYJOY Just For You gift boxes No1 to No5. Visitors
commented not just on the luxurious the look and feel,
but also praised the various in-store presentation options
the sleeve packaging of these boxes offers.” Another Scala
Playhouse brand that created a buzz was the recently extended TOYJOY Designer Edition. Its two new couples toys
– the Hero and the Icon – were a big hit at the Scala Playhouse booth. Koldewijn: “TOYJOY Designer Edition is a great
choice for consumers who desire high-end quality, for an
affordable price. The Hero and Icon are made of premium
silicone and are USB-rechargeable; thus catering to the
increasing demand in innovative, body-safe toys.”
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Net 1on1 offers Take-Away Pleasure with
the arrival of Happy Lola
Br i n g i n g S p a ni s h h e a t t o t h e UK re t a il
Shoreham-By-Sea, England - In an exciting move to bring the Happy Lola brand to the UK
market, Net 1on1 Wholesale are named official Distributor as the new range of products brings
some Spanish heat to British shores. The ‘Take Away Love’ collection from Happy Lola is positioned as a “fun and naughty range of affordable products in packaging ready to take away and
enjoy”, with each of the products meticulously packaged similarly to take away food items.

T

he choice in packaging design

is a uniquely presented brand that

love dice, cock ring, vibrators, door

aims to simulate the feeling of

really stands out from the rest of our

hangers, and fantasy chequebook.

consuming a product on-the-go, in

catalogue visually. There’s a great

Each item arrives individually packa-

this instance, a pleasure product. This

balance of pleasure wear and toys,

ged and features illustrations by re-

unusual style of presenting sex toys

all with excellent quality, for instance

nowned Spanish artist, Manuel Re-

and erotic accessories sets Happy

the Flogging Paddle is made from

bollo. Sebastian Gonzalez, Sales

Lola aside from other collections on

100% leather so offers our customers

Manager also adds, “We get a fair

the market, offering a modern, fresh

excellent value for money too. The

amount of feedback from new and

look for boutique websites and high

brand is also very accessible for the

existing customers, looking to stock

stores

mainstream market, so we’re confi-

their boutique-style business with high

alike. Danielle

dent that Happy Lola will be popular

quality products and we feel that this

Warn, Head

with a broad range of our custo-

where Happy Lola really slots into the

Buyer at Net

mers.” The collection features seven-

demand perfectly. The branding is

1on1 Who-

teen unique products, including pas-

modern, yet provocative and the

lesale says,

ties, body straps, mask, bondage

packaging will help sell the products

“Happy Lola

restraints, body stocking, paddle,

well, not only offline but online too.”

street

KIIROO and Utherverse are teaming up!
msterdam, The Netherlands - This

A

the chance to experience a whole

partnership makes it possible for

new kind of interaction with their Kiiroo

users of redlightcenter.com to feel their

device. Redlightcenter opens up a

online fantasy using Onyx devices from

whole new level of immersive sexual

KIIROO. Now every intimate move the

platform to interact with other members

experience that has to be experienced

avatar created on redlightcenter.com

and their Onyx devices. “What KIIROO

to be fully appreciated. Users will be

makes can be experienced head to

provides is the best experience when

able to engage with other people in

toe. Utherverse offers the ultimate es-

you’re not physically together. We give

real-time via our platform, interacting

capism where users can live their most

you a way to touch someone over the

through a customized avatar and ex-

intimate dreams. They offer a social

internet. It’s intimacy, it’s sex in real-time,

periencing the life like quality of our mo-

network community as well as a game

in a way that you’ve never seen it be-

tion captured sex moves that take your

to enable people to interact, fall in love

fore.” said KIIROO CEO Toon Timmer-

virtual and VR adult experience to the

and have sex. KIIROO members will

mans. “We’re excited to be able to al-

next level.” said President of Utherverse,

now be able to use the Redlightcenter

low members of the Kiiroo community

Anna Lee.
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XR Brands streamlines Sales,
Marketing & Branding Team
Strate g i c r es t r u c t u ri n g t a k e s p l a c e f o llo w in g re t ire me n t o f G e n e ra l Ma n a ge r Ra n dy Alv stad
Huntington Beach, US A – XR Brands has streamlined their sales, marketing and branding
team in preparation for the upcoming summer sales surge. This strategic restr ucturing includes the addition of two established sales executives boasting a combined 25+ years of
business experience and the directorial promotions of Re becca We inberg and Michael
Mer rill, who will helm the company’s growth oppor tunities at an impressive pace.
einberg steps into the role of

W

an additional 10 years at a Fortune

Director of Sales and will over-

500 company as Director of Strategic

see the entire sales team with a focus

Partnerships – some of the same part-

on international and domestic

nerships she currently specializes in

growth. She will work with the creative

within the adult world. New recruit

team to innovate and develop exci-

Priebe will assist Mort will all areas of

ting new product lines while mana-

her day-to-day routine. Ramos brings

ging the company’s strong force wit-

perspective – since he first joined the

more than 10 years of experience

hin key market regions. Having worked

team in 2010 and now will put his sig-

specializing in product sourcing, re-

with some of the largest accounts in

nature protocols in place as part of

search and development, quality

America, Weinberg maintains a uni-

his top-level position. New to the

control, trend forecasting, and mar-

que knowledge, intelligence and pro-

team are Key Account Executive

keting support. Ramos will work di-

fessional work ethic that will continue

Lynda Mort, Operations Manager Ge-

rectly with the XR Brands team to

to expand XR Brands’ retail reach.

rardo Ramos, and Sales Assistant

maintain current lines while develo-

Merrill steps up as Director of Brands

Laura Priebe. Providing an extraordi-

ping new brands with a focus on spe-

and will manage the full range of

nary range of talent and experience,

cialty products and cosmetics. He

mainstream and trade promotions

each new staff member will work to-

also will play a significant role in ex-

that support the success of XR Brands’

gether to make the sales and deve-

ploring and opening new opportuni-

vast range of product lines. Merrill has

lopment process even more efficient.

ties in Spanish-speaking countries. This

played a key role in the company’s

Mort comes with more than 5 years

new foundation comes following the

marketing, design and merchandi-

of experience in private brands, li-

recent retirement of former General

sing – using his invaluable pop-culture

censing and mass market sales with

Manager Randy Alvstad.

pjur gold for a little granddaughter

W

adgassen,

thanks to the whole pjur team! I’m

from New York/USA, Nic from Carl-

Germany

-

going to use the gold to buy some-

ton/Australia and Susi from Duis-

The most recent pjur

thing nice for my little grand-

burg/Germany. pjur Go for Gold

gold prizewinner, Joa-

daughter. And I’ll save the rest for a

party packages and gift cards were

chim from Germany, will

rainy day”, wrote Joachim in his let-

awarded to: Chained Desires from

use his 20-gram gold bar to

ter to the pjur group. New winners

Baltimore/USA, Sex4Fun LDA from

make his one-year-old grand-

were drawn middle of July. This time,

Portugal and Adultshop Tasmania

daughter’s wish come true: “Many

gold bars were won by: Samantha

from Australia.

Happy winner:
Joachim from Germany
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RIANNE S. launches new products
S en s u a l a c c e s s o ri e s
Amsterdam, The Netherlands - All good things come in three. RIANNE S. unveils her highly anticipated new sensual accessories, thereby expanding her product por tfolio with Ana’s Trilogy,
the Masques Collection and the Booty Plug Sets. The products were designed for couples looking to explore unknown desires in their relationships.
amed after the mother of all

N

sion. Another addition to the RIANNE

goddesses, the Ana’s Trilogy kits

S. product line is the Masques col-

feature toys and other sensual acces-

lection. The Venetian-themed mas-

sories with great mainstream appeal

ques come in five different styles. Each

and suitable for both novice and ex-

is named after an iconic French lady,

perienced users. The price of each kit

like Brigitte (Bardot) and Jane (Birkin)

is € 29.95 The Booty Plug Sets come

and priced at € 14,95. “The first reac-

in a luxury variant which is a set of two

tions to the products have been

available for every woman.

metal-plated gold-colored plugs in

overwhelmingly positive. There is great

In addition, RIANNE S.’ top selling pro-

two sizes, and a silicone set of 3 plugs.

interest from mainstream media for

duct, the Matryoshka, is now also avai-

All plugs are beautifully finished with a

the products and story behind them”,

lable in black after high demand from

gem-like stone and make the perfect

tells Rianne Swierstra, founder of RI-

both retailers and consumers. A ca-

training kit to further explore the body

ANNE S. Every detail has been carefully

talog featuring the new products is

and undiscovered erogenous zones.

thought of and chosen by Rianne her-

available by request from distributors.

The prices are € 59.95 for the luxury

self and the products are competiti-

To place your order, contact: info@Ri-

set and € 44.95 for the silicone ver-

vely priced, making quality and design

anne-S.com or +31 (0)6 42 144 513

Diamond Products adds Sir Richard’s
Condom Company to their portfolio
hatsworth,

C

the three brands hope to change the

chard’s Condom Company de-

USA - Dia-

perception, experience and future of

monstrates the power of a good

mond Products,

sexual health, intimacy and pleasure.

brand. They have been able to pe-

has made its

Since their inception, in 2009, Sir Ri-

netrate a robust industry with innova-

third acquisition

chard’s has shaken up the condom

tion, and also lead by example, sho-

in the pleasure

industry by creating premium, all na-

wing how companies can leverage

product industry,

tural, vegan condoms and removing

sales and growth to impact global

adding Sir Richard’s Condom Com-

the harsh chemicals, such as para-

humanitarian efforts,” said Robert

pany to their family of brands. Dia-

bens, glycerin, and spermicide, often

Rheaume, President of Jimmyjane,

mond Products is also the parent

found in many common condom

“We are proud to align with them un-

company of one of the world’s pio-

brands. They have created a better

der the Diamond family and grateful

neering brands in the pleasure pro-

condom for personal pleasure and

to Nick Orlandino, Chairman of Dia-

duct category, Pipedream Products,

wellbeing, while also promoting se-

mond Products, for all of his work to

and Jimmyjane, creators of pre-

xual health and donating to the glo-

make this deal happen, and his con-

mium,

pleasure

bal communities in need with their

tinued efforts to elevate the category

goods. Together as part of Diamond

“Buy One Give One” policy. “Sir Ri-

of pleasure.”

design-centric
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The Shots team was impressed with the guests' support of the
S ti ch t i n g A m bu l a n c e Wens ( The Amb ul a nc e Wis h F o undatio n )

Shots celebrate anniversary with

customers, suppliers, and business friends
Shots Sales Week & Meet and Greet & Shots Party

The Shots Party is and remains to be a unique, unforgettable event – no matter if it's your first time
or if you're a Shots Party “veteran“. This year, the organisers wanted to offers something special to
even the most spoiled Shots Party-goer, after all, the company has its 20th anniversary this year.
Also, this is the year the Dutch distributor has entered the American market. So there were lots of
things worthy of celebration at the Shots Party, and the company invited business friends from all
over the world to have an unforgettable day filled with entertainment, music, food & drinks, networking, etc. Of course, the event took place on the same day as the finish of the International Four
Day Marches Nijmegen (De Nijmeegse Vierdaagse). More than 40,000 participants reached the
finish line in the heart of Nijmegen after covering 50 kilometres on each of the previous four days,
and 1.5 million onlookers along the route turned the event into a happy festival. The atmosphere at
the Shots Party was similarly cheerful, but as always, Shots also wanted to support a charitable
cause. This year, it was the Stichting Ambulance Wens (the Ambulance Wish Foundation, www.ambulancewens.nl), and the guests and sponsors donated in excess of 14,000 euro for this organisation.
The Ambulance Wish Foundation helps people with terminal diseases and conditions to make their
final wishes come true. As usual, the Shots Party had been preceded by the annual Sales Week that
saw countless special offers and the Meet & Greet event on the evening prior to the 4 Days Marches
Nijmegen. Oscar and Ellinda Heijnen hosted this party at their own house this year and went out to
their way to keep the guests entertained and their glasses full. The relaxed atmosphere made for a
perfect place to talk with established and new trade members and establish contacts.
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The participants of the Nijmegen Marches crossed the
finish line on the Via Gladiola in the centre of town

A moving moment: Mark Kreijne talks about how the Stichting
Ambulance Wens fulfilled his late mother's final wish

On the way to the Meet
& Greet with the party bus

Singer/songwriter Sharon Doorson has already
had several chart hits in the Netherlands

Oscar Heijnen and
Ruben Deitz

Men in Red: These Swiss confederates and the Shots
crew have a penchant for the same colours

One of a kind: Ronny Ruysdael,
the king of polonaise

Who hasn't dreamt of
bathing in money?
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Oscar Heijnen thanks Nina Nousiainen (Kentonec,
Finland) for taking part in the Nijmegen Marches

The guests of the Shots Party donated more
than 14,000 euro for a charitable cause

Thumbs up: Michel de Kroes (Shots)
and Eric Idema (EDC Internet)

Michael Peter Hansen (sexshop.dk)
and Ralf Albers (Shots)

Oscar Heijnen presents Ruben and Yuliana
Deitz with traditional Dutch clogs

Champagne bottles weren't the
only thing that popped

Wolfgang Schmolke (lifestylebrokers) is celebrating
Shots' anniversary – so is Oscar Heijnen

The Shots pavilion at
St. Annastraat in the heart of Nijmegen

Polonaise during the performance
of Ronny Ruysdael
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Oscar Heijnen and
Briana Honz (Pipedream)

From Norway: the team
of VIPservice

Matthias Poehl and
Randolph Heil (EAN)

A special product
presentation

Kees Veldboer (Stichting Ambulance
Wens) thanks Oscar for the donation

Sideburns, gold teeth, bling-bling
& booze from the bottle: Ronny Ruysdael

Warm summer rain
of another kind

Ralf Albers (Shots) talking
to customers during the Sales Week

Roberto Alfonso Conejero Selva (Grutinet),
Ellie Lyubenova (G-vibe), and Andrea Marocchini (Shots)
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Twice ever y year, the trade members of the American market
come to Burbank, California, for ANME Founders Show. This
year's summer edition took place on July 12 to
14, and many big names from the industr y
seized the oppor tunity to present their latest
collections,

brands,

and

products.

In

addition to that, the show also lived up to
its reputation as being a great place for
communication between the retailers,
distributors, wholesalers, and producers
of the erotic industr y. Coinciding with
this

latest

ANME

event,

CalExotics

organised guided tours of their new
company building so the trade and
industr y could get an idea of their new

ANME Show
headquar ters and the team's capacities.

from July 2015

Th e lea d i n g US t ra de s h o w f o r t h e e ro t ic in dus t ry o n c e a ga in a t t ra c t e d huge c r owds

ANME is famous for the quality of the exhibited products
and the exhibiting companies – such as Fun Factory USA

M o d e r n s e x t oys b y C ra ve

The XR Br ands stan d

Enjoyed the great
sho w : Man o n Vallée (Shun ga)
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Pipedream presented several new
li n es fo r t he f i r s t t i me a t ANM E
Came to AN ME w ith a n e w lo go : Cal Ex ot i c s

Ron Braverman (Doc Johnson)
and Huda Lutz (EAN)
Wieland Hofmeister (eroFame)
and Jack Romanski (Fun Toys), inventor of G-vibe

Celebrity Farrah Abraham
pr e se nte d he r signatur e lin e at Top c o S a les

The tou r of t h e C a l E x o t i c s c ompa ny b u il d ing

William G ar land, a.k.a. 'Mr . Do xy Mass a ger '
P almP o w e r at BMS

Huda Lutz (EAN), surrounded by the strong men of Orion:
Hans-Jürgen Bähr, Sven Jacobsen, and Timo Petersen
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Good idea or bad move:
The pros and cons of going mainstream

Societal acceptance of erotic products is growing, and as it
grows, the channels of distribution for these products are
changing as well. But is it desirable to have vibrators and dildos
at the local supermarket? We take a look at the advantages
and disadvantages of sex toys in the mainstream market.

ex c l u siv e

Pros

by Fifty Shades. Put differently: If you want to sell your

Bread, eggs, cof-

products to mainstream consumers, but don't pay

fee, vibrator, sausa-

attention to the mainstream market, you'll lose many

ges,

–

potential customers because they simply don't perceive

could this be what a typical shopping list will look like once

your product as a purchasing option. On that note, one

the mainstreamisation of the erotic market reaches the

theme that is very important for erotic products and erotic

next level? I don't think so. The goal is not to have vibrators

companies to be successful in the mainstream market is

offered between vegetables and pasta at the local

branding. When asked, anybody could name several car,

supermarket, but to create greater visibility for these

fashion, or electronics brands on the spot. I dare say,

products in public. And it is a fact that supermarkets and

however, that, if you stopped passersby on the street and

drug stores serve this purpose much better than classic

asked them, most people would be hard-pressed

erotic shops. Sex and mainstream go along quite well, as

to tell you the name of even two erotic brands.

has been proven beyond any doubt by the incredible

Mainstreamisation also means creating awareness,

popularity of Fifty Shades of Grey. The success of the first

making erotic products more visible than they are today,

novel was still attributed in large part to the rise of e-book

because making these products mainstream is about

readers – meaning consumers could read the book on

more than just having vibrators in the supermarket.

the train, in the subway, or at the park without anyone

Mainstream means majority society – it means magazines

being able to see the cover and pegging them as an SM

and TV shows and shopping malls; it means being in the

lover. But this theory has long since been dispelled, and

public eye and a topic of public discussion. Mainstream

the latest book in the series can be found in pretty much

also means that instead of reaching ten potential

every book store across Europe. Nobody needs to blush

customers, five of whom eventually go and buy your

anymore, just because they are standing in the queue at

product, you reach a hundred potential customers and

the cash counter with one of these books in their hand.

then ten of them decide to give the product a try. It is not

So the real question is: Are the consumers also ready to

about slicing the pie another way – it is about baking

buy erotic products openly, publicly. The way I see it, the

bigger pies! Looking at it that way, mainstreamisation is

answer depends on the type of product we are talking

nothing the trade would have to fear. On the contrary,

about. Most consumers will probably shy away from putting

specialised erotic retailers could profit from such a

an anatomically correct dildo on the conveyor belt at the

development, because the erotic trade would be the

supermarket checkout counter. But if they are buying an

place to go for anybody who is not happy with the product

abstract, well-designed product, things may be quite

range or the lack of purchase advice in the supermarket

different. Also, publicness creates acceptance – as proven

or at other mainstream channels.

Randolph Heil, editor

cheese
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sex toys at the supermarket
the erotic brick and mortar trade

consumers hurrying through the

has been facing an uphill battle for

local supermarket, shopping for cof-

several years, hanging on in a

fee cream, shower gel or red wine.

tough and highly competitive

Will they really stop to take a close

marketplace that is struggling to

look at the latest products from our

hold its own against the internet.

industry while their neighbours are

And speaking of which, the e-

walking by? While their kids are trying

commerce trade is not all milk and

to drag them to the snack shelf?

honey, either. Of course, it would

And even if none of that matters,

be mere speculation to say that the

will this really compel them to visit

mainstreamisation of erotic markets

an erotic store the next time they

Matthias Poehl, editor in chief

would turn the entire adult market

go shopping? Without wanting to

Cons

on its head, but one thing is most

belittle the achievements of the

Of course, there is nothing wrong

definitely true: The European erotic

erotic industry, I do feel that, more

with wanting to offer sex toys to as

trade with all its retailers – indepen-

than anything else, this is wishful

many people as possible so they

dent of the channels of distribution

thinking. Sure, supermarkets sell

can enjoy the pleasures of sexual

they cater to – would only have

pretty much anything these days,

health and sexual wellness, and the

more pressure heaped on their

hardly any store chain limits itself to

industry and the trade should

shoulders. From the northernmost

the products that have defined a

definitely work together to achieve

corners of Norway to Malta, from

supermarket in the past. But how far

this goal. However, would it really

Lisbon to the Ural, the European

can this development be taken?

be desirable to take this mainstrea-

erotic trade is doing an outstanding

Well, time will tell. But should erotic

misation so far that vibrators, dildos,

job, and this quality and potential

products really become part of that

and the like can be found on a shelf

should be fostered and nourished,

range? We are talking about

in the supermarket, tucked in

not driven into the ground for the

products for sexual (self) gratification

between tooth brushes, toilet paper,

sake of new markets and sales

here. We as members of this

and razorblades? Firstly, it can and

channels that may or may not work

industry may be used to talking

should be doubted that such a

for erotic products. Also, I can't

about sex and erotic products

development would yield the

agree with an argument that is

openly, and there has definitely

desired success – after all, we are

brought up a lot in connection

been a lot of progress as far as the

talking about intimate products

with this topic: that sex toys in

societal acceptance of these to-

here, and while you may find a a

mainstream outlets would whet the

pics is concerned, but nonetheless,

lot of things in the sales environment

curiosity of consumers who haven't

I think that there still needs to be a

of a supermarket, discretion and

really been exposed to erotic

protected,

privacy are certainly not among

products thus far, and that these

sexuality, sex, and also erotic pro-

them. Also, I wonder: How would this

products might inspire them to seek

ducts – be it in the brick and mortar

new

competition

out specialised erotic retailers. Why

trade or online. And as far as I am

change the playing field for the

do I disagree with this theory? To put

concerned, only the erotic retail

erotic retailers? It is no secret that

it in one word: visibility. Imagine the

trade can offer this kind of space.

mainstream
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New: pjur med SOFT

glide with nourishing jojoba
F or t h e h e a l t h a nd we l l b ein g t a rge t gro up
The new lubricant from pjur group with added jojoba makes for silky smooth skin and creates a unique, intense feeling during lovemaking. Katrin Kühnrich, Senior Coordinator for
Sexual Health & We llbeing at pjur group, explains the advantages of the new product.
exclusive

Nourishing jojoba
Every consumer is familiar with jojoba

a product containing jojoba oil for the

from cosmetics products. It is well

Health and Wellbeing target group,

known for its nourishing qualities,

who place a premium on non-irrita-

since jojoba is quickly absorbed and

ting ingredients”, says Katrin Kühnrich.

does not leave any oily residue. Due

pjur group has already received
various product certifications, which

to its high vitamin E and pro-vitamin A

emphasises the quality of the company's

content, it nourishes the skin in an excee-

products. “Even gynaecologists and pharma-

dingly gentle manner and effectively prevents
inflammation. Jojoba is therefore especially suitable

cists recommend pjur med worldwide – a great

for people with dry or sensitive skin. “These qualities

confirmation of our work”, says Katrin.

are perfect for a premium lubricant, which is why
Changes in consumer behaviour

our product development team chose this

pjur med SOFT glide and the three other

particular ingredient”, explains Katrin
Kühnrich. “Every woman is familiar with

new products the company has launched

jojoba from cosmetic products. Because

onto the market this summer complement

this and our other pjur med lubricants

the rest of the product series perfectly, and

are aimed at women of various ages who

fulfil the increased demand for products
with selected, pure ingredients. “With the new

are looking for a high-quality product, pjur

target groups and changes in consumer beha-

med SOFT glide is perfect for this target group”,
she adds. The product is silicone-based and free of

viour, our retailers are reaching completely different
customers and can thereby increase their sales”,

preservatives – which are also important criteria

explains Katrin Kühnrich. The new lubricants

for this target group.

pjur med SOFT glide, pjur med VEGAN glide
New lease of life for old favourites

with vegan ingredients and pjur med SEN-

The classic lubricants in pjur's “Anal Play”

SITIVE glide without additives can be pur-

category, pjur Back Door Relaxing Anal

chased in 100ml bottles, and the new pjur

glide and analyse me! Relaxing Anal glide,

med pro-long serum comes in a 20ml
pump dispenser. As usual, retailers can also

also contain jojoba, and their silky smoothness

receive the corresponding PoS materials from their

makes them two of the company’s most popular
products. “With pjur med SOFT glide, we now also offer

pjur contact partner.
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eroFame exhibitor statements 2015 - Part I
What the trade can look forward to in October

eroFame 2015 is drawing ever closer. On October 7 to 9, the erotic industr y will gather in
Hanover once again to present and admire the latest innovations, to talk with existing and
new business par tners, to place orders and make deals. In order to give the visitors a first
taste of the things that await them come October, EAN asked the185 exhibitors who are
already confir med at this point to take the time for a little questionnaire. Here is how
more than 30 of them answered the following questions:
:
54
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The Questions
1)
2)
3)

Which expectations do you have for eroFame 2015?

4)

What were the key reasons for you to act as an exhibitor at
eroFame 2015?

Which new products do you plan on presenting to the trade
come October?
Do you have any special plans for your fair stand in particular
(product presentations, fashion shows, etc.) or for the event in general
(discounts, sweepstakes, etc.)?
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exclusive

Marcus Galka

3) Again, all I can say is that there will be lots of surprises.

Noir Handmade

4) As far as we are concerned, eroFame is THE perfect

1) We expect to meet old friends from the industry, and of

platform for producers to present their products. Being

course also lots of new faces.

one of the five premium sponsors of eroFame, we can

2) Apart from our current product line, we are going to put

also actively contribute to shaping the event, apart

more emphasis on our Plus Size collection this year, and

from just organising exciting promotions at our big

naturally, we are also going to present our new collections

fair stand.

for men and for women.
3) There will be models presenting our products “in the

Carlo Bermes

flesh“, and we will have special offers for existing and new

EB-Secco GmbH

customers who visit our stand at the show and decide to

1) We want to present our company and our

give our collections a try.

innovative drinks to the erotic market and show that

4) Right now, eroFame is the leading trade show for the

beverages can enhance, support, and trigger emotions!

erotic industry in Europe. Therefore, there is no way around

2) Individualised beverages in bottles and cans, private

visiting eroFame if you want to strengthen your position in

label solutions for all of our drinks – wine, fruitseccos (cherry,

the market.

currant, strawberry, apple, etc.) and non-alcoholic
beverages (alcohol-free seccos, grape fizz, apple fizz,

Michael Sonner

sparkling juices, energy drinks, etc.)

HOT Production

4) We present our products to the erotic trade so they can

1) We hope that the trade show

offer their customers the opportunity to enhance or trigger

continues to grow internationally, and that we will meet

desired emotions with their “own“ individualised beverages

new customers. There is lots of growth, especially in the

– for instance our branded product “Feuchtes Döschen“

online segment, and that attracts many new faces to the

(Wet Can). We are the go-to guys for individualised

market. For them, eroFame is the best opportunity to get

beverages of any kind.

information about what's going on in the industry.

Ryan Morlen

2) We are going to expand our existing range and present
new products for every one of our brands. In addition to

Pasante Healthcare

that, we will introduce a new intimate care line, kind of a

1) Lots of retailers and distributors attending the trade show.

connective link between the adult and the wellness

2) Secret Lover, an app-controlled device for couples.

market.

3) No.

3) The focus will be on presenting all of our new products

4) The size of the show, everyone in the adult industry

to the customers. But of course, we'll also have our own

attends.

catering area with tasty Austrian delicacies.
4) eroFame is the biggest platform for our industry in Europe.

Frederic DONNAT

And since the European market is one of our most important

AD VITAM – VIBE

markets, it is only logical that we attend eroFame.

1) I hope to welcome visitors from all of Europe.
2) Divinextases, an organic erotic cosmetics brand.

Angela Mohlfeld

4) The perfect time and place to present our brands.

JOYDIVISION international AG
1) What we expect from this professional event is lots of

Sue Walsh

national and international visitors. Apart from strengthening

Rocks Off

existing contacts, we want to present our products – all of

1) We see this show as a direct vehicle to meet

which are “made in Hanover“ - to the trade members,

with our existing and new business in Europe, which is

establish new partnerships and win over new customers.

important to us as a manufacturer and product developer.

2) Well, that's a surprise.

This gives us great exposure opportunities to directly meet
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with our customers and also develop potential business

Elizabeth Vela

and revenues.

Grutinet SL

2) We have a number of brand new products and a

1) We have two big expectations: meeting new suppliers

fabulous new selection of pleasure box sets that we will be

as well as new customers. We are players in the market

showcasing at the event along with our new company

and are always looking out for new opportunities.

branding which includes packaging.

2) Our stand will act as a meeting point for customers and

3) Come to the stand and meet with the sales team and

suppliers - not for order-taking. We will be able to meet

we can discuss the discount opportunities available on the

customers and share and discuss ideas.

new product ranges we have.

3) As we are wholesalers rather than manufacturers, we will

4) eroFame sits well within our customer territory footprint

not be presenting any products in particular. Grutinet

that we enjoy in Europe, whilst giving the sales team further

already works with the leading brands, although we are

opportunities to grow our customer base and present

always on the lookout for new products. One of our goals

buyers directly with our new products and promote the

is to offer the customer the best selection. Therefore, we

brand to new prospects.

are glad to to offer a wide range of products.
4) Grutinet has more than 15 years of experience in the

Roberto Ama

erotic market, although until 2013, we had never taken

LOCKERROOM MARKETING LTD.

part at the eroFame show. The event gives us the

1) Positive expectations in terms of maintaining

opportunity to meet with our existing suppliers and

current business relationships and creating new ones.

customers, as well as meeting new ones and talking about

Presenting new Products to existing and new potential

their needs. This is a fantastic opportunity to get

customers.

Europe-wide recognition and to spend some fun time with

2) I am planning on presenting our complete line of Erotic

our customers and suppliers.

Leather Cleaners, Toy Cleaner, Personal Lubricants, Delay
Spray, etc...

Patrice Catanzaro

3) No.

Patrice Catanzaro FPC

4) I have always believed in trade-shows and have

1) My expectations are to meet new customers and to

supported eroFame since day one.

show my new collections to our existing customers.
2) We will present the new collection P'TITE FOLIE, a new

Arnd Krusche

collection Fetish, and perhaps a surprise! Just a little hint:

Loewie Trading Ltd.

Latex! But shhhh!

1) We expect to connect with existing and new

3) We grant an exceptional discount of 10% for all orders

retailers and distributors for our Nomi Tang brand and we'd

placed at the fair.

like to use that opportunity to launch new products.

4) We want to exhibit our products at eroFame because

2) We are currently working on three new products; details

this is a quality trade fair, the atmosphere is good, and I

will be announced later.

get to see all my German customers.

3) There will be a special discount for orders placed during
eroFame.

Sabine Kirchner

4) We decided to exhibit at eroFame because it is the

Scala Playhouse

biggest European trade event and it is a good place to

1) As one of the founding partners of eroFame,

meet customers in a pleasant B2B atmosphere.

our expectations for this event are always very high. And
we are pleased to say that so far, every edition of eroFame

Ivan

has surpassed our expectations! As for the upcoming edi-

Euroscentsdiffusion

tion: We are certain that we will enjoy the fabulous, friendly

1) Show my erotic line at eroFame 2015.

atmosphere that we always encounter at eroFame. We

2) Erotic cosmetics and erotic scents.

hope to meet up with many of our valued contacts and
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to be introduced to new, exciting prospects.

our new products for 2015 and support our European

2) We can’t reveal all the details yet, but we can share a

distributors. We appreciate being able to build on

sneak preview with you: We will be showcasing LUZ by

relationships with both existing and new customers in

TOYJOY, our latest TOYJOY brand extension. LUZ by TOYJOY

Europe, meeting everyone in person and getting direct

will literally light up your love life and features unique,

feedback from them is invaluable. As always, its an

one-of-a-kind LED-lights. We can promise you: This range

excellent show and great fun to be at!

won’t just ignite the consumers' passion, we also expect it

2) Its a very exciting year for System JO as we are re-

to also fire up the sales figures! Our entire team is very

launching the packaging of the entire brand. It was first

proud of the new LUZ by TOYJOY Lovelight Collection and

showcased at ANME in July. Going forward, this will aid

hopes all the eroFame visitors will drop by our stand to

both retailers as well as consumers, making it far simpler to

come see the new LUZ by TOYJOY pleasure providers

navigate the brand.

face-to-toy!

3) With everything new that's happening, we are excited

3) We prefer to keep our amazing offers and other eroFame

to have a bigger booth in 2015, which will be showcasing

specials a secret until the very last minute. This enables us

all of the new packaging designs and the exciting new

to bring an exciting surprise-element to the show. If you are

products that we are going to launch. We may even have

curious about all the products, deals, and little extras Scala

a competition with fantastic prizes!

Playhouse has to offer, you just have to visit our stand at

4) We all know Europe is a fantastic marketplace in the

eroFame to see, taste, and touch everything yourself!

adult industry, and for us its been a strong area of growth

4) We are one of eroFame’s founders, so this is an industry

over the last few years. There is so much potential for future

event we definitely won’t skip!

growth and this show can help us realise that potential. We
want to ensure that our customers, old and new, have the

Glenn Wilde

opportunity to see our new products first hand.

ABS Holdings

Loire Natacha

1) We always have very high expectations for
the eroFame shows, and it never disappoints!! It is the

Diogol

perfect place for us to spread our net further afield into

2) New butt plug line and crystal make-up for the body.

Europe and to allows us to offer our great products and

3) The make-up can be tested directly at our booth. You

prices (And award winning Customer Service) to even more

can try it, we think it's going to sell well, and we will also

retailers. It is also great to meet up with our current customers

grant a discount during the fair.

and show off our latest new products and see how better
we can help them (If possible).

Tharampal Singh

2) Every year we keep under wraps our new products and

Medical-Latex (DUA) SDN BHD

every year all visitors to our stand are very impressed with

1) To meet trade partners and secure business.

our offerings. Come to our stand and get a personal tour.

2) NIL.

3) We will be offering a show discount and some other

3) No.

extra special other deals as well.

4) Platform for our branded products.

4) As I said, it is the perfect stepping stone for us into the
European market. It allows us to meet customers that, under

Miguel Capilla

normal circumstances we would not have the chance to

Fleshlight International

meet. Also, it does show the visitors that we are a major

1) Best B2B show in Europe. I have great expectations as it

player in the industry and that the UK is not that far away.

a great show for us.
2) Quickshot.

Rebecca Anniuk

3) We launch a new product called quickshot that will

System JO

allow us to reach a new segment of the market that we

1) eroFame is a great platform to showcase

are not in yet.
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4)I could see all my European customers in just three days.

Claire Jacques

Have important meetings to review the year and prepare

Rouge

the following one. Improve things together and get their

1) We always look forward to exhibiting at eroFame as it is

feedback – which is the most important thing ever as it

a great opportunity for us to catch up with our existing

allows us to keep pushing the brand and be better

customers as well as meeting potential new ones and of

every year!

course, we get to showcase our new lines and ranges. This
year, we are pleased to announce the launch of our

Wende den Braver

dropship service and brand new website.

MOODZZ BV

2) We are always expanding our Rouge brand and adding

1) eroFame is the perfect place to meet and greet with

new lines throughout the year, however we now have a full

current and potential future business relations. We ex-

range of medical play equipment that will be on show,

pect to see a lot of our partners at eroFame and look

and there are other items in production which we will be

forward to catching up with them. Besides meeting with

launching at eroFame so make sure you pop by our stand

our current partners, we are also attending eroFame to

to get an exclusive look.

meet potential new partners. eroFame has the name

3) We will be offering special discounts for orders placed

and fame to attract potential buyers and exhibitors from

over the three days of the show.

all over the world.

4) We have exhibited at eroFame a number of times now

2) We have worked very hard to develop several new

and its gets better every year for us. To be able to showcase

items over the last few years. We are very proud to pre-

our brand to the high profile visitors eroFame attracts is

sent new products in the Tease and Please collection

such a great opportunity for us. We have always received

at this year's eroFame. We proudly present the ‘Discover

excellent feedback and have built strong relationships with

Your Lover 100% Kinky’, in German; ‘Wahre liebe Spiel

many distributors, wholesalers, and retailers.

BDSM, Fetish und mehr’, in French; Mission Intime 100%
Kinky, and in Dutch; Ultiem Verlangen 100% Kinky. The

Adam Hasner

Classic Edition is already an international hit. This new

Pure Play Media

version takes you and your partner on a kinky journey of

1) To introduce our latest studios to the European market.

erotic discovery. It’s the perfect game for partners who

2) We are showing DVDs from many new studios.

trust one another 100% and are looking for erotic fun
that’s off the beaten path. Explore role-playing, fetishes,

Helle Panzieri

bondage, watching and being watched, pleasant and

Baci Lingerie

painful sensation play, dominance and submission—a

1) To meet with our trusted partners and retailers who have

major turn-on for one partner, perhaps startling to the

remained incredibly supportive of the Baci brand.

other, but always consensual and intensely erotic.

2) Our new items from the White Label Collection and ENVY

3) This year we will offer our customers more marketing

Menswear.

tools such as training video, demonstrations, give-aways,

Dana DiValli

a sex quiz, and more. But the most important thing
about eroFame is to sit down in a relaxing and pleasant

OVO Lifestyle Toys

atmosphere with our partners and catch up

1) We expect to spend time with our existing customers

with them.

and to introduce the OVO brand to a whole new group

4) For our company, it’s the erotic fair of the year. We

of retailers.

know that by being present at eroFame, we will meet

2) Our full line will be on display, including our latest rechar-

all of our partners. We look at eroFame as a big

geable items and brand-new display.

marketplace for meeting new and potential partners. It
gives us the opportunity to introduce people to our

Chaney Cox

products in a pleasant atmosphere.

The Rabbit Company
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1) To introduce the Rabbit Company collection to the

and exciting things that have been going on throug-

European Market.

hout the year. It's all about customer service and kee-

2) We will be showing our full line which is now available.

ping in tune with what our customers need. That is
what we are all about!

Subhash Gupta

2) Male Power will display 10 new collections at this

Zorba International

years show which include a new line of seamless

1) To meet our old customer friends and develop some

underwear for men. These collections will show our wide

new relationships, also learning from the comments and

range, from main stream to sexy. We will also be showing

suggestions of the visitors. Looking for a local partner to

new images and boxes for our Lust Fetish wear.

establish a joint business in Germany.

3) New posters showing new photography for our men's

2) We are planning to launch entry level products in real

collections will lighten up the stand along with our box

leather.

displays. We have so much to offer … All I can do, really,

3) Not yet planned.

is to encourage customers to stop by and see us!
4) Our presence at these shows has been an important

Nienke Bouwman

part of our international expansion, along with building

Mister B Wholesale & Internet

solid relationships with our current buyers.

1) We expect to meet our existing and
new customers and partners in the business. eroFame

Simon Smith

is the perfect opportunity to showcase our brand and

Standard Innovation - We Vibe

to be updated on the latest trends in the market.

1) A great opportunity to see all of our global partners,

2) We will be presenting our new underwear and street

and to show the industry the exciting products and

wear collection URBAN. Besides this, we will also launch

developments under way at Standard Innovation for our

our Mister B Extreme Lube collection, the latest addition

We-Vibe brand.

to our lube family consisting of products with a

2) We will take the opportunity at eroFame to introduce

desensitising formula.

some game-changing products to the adult industry.

3) As usual, we have some surprises in store for you which

3) We will be conducting presentations of new products

we will not reveal yet. Visit our stand to find out more.

to distributors and retailers alike, showing all the exciting

4) To us, eroFame is the B2B highlight of the year. A

projects that have been taking place within our company.

definite must-attend event in our calendar.

4) A great show where you can communicate and
interact with adult distributors and retailers. We can show

Kristine Marzolf

our current and new products, and at the same time,

Joylux, Inc.

continue to learn about other companies and products

1) ntroduce our new product to the industry;

from the industry.

meet with retailers, distributors, and trade media; sales
activity with retailers and distributors.

Robert Schwab

2) FDA registered class-II medical device for pelvic floor

Dusedo-M.O.I. B.V.

strengthening and vaginal rejuvenation.

1) To have a pleasant fair.

3) Considering different options - nothing concrete yet.

2) eroFame is the perfect opportunity to show the people

4) Key industry trade show.

the new CellBlock 13 collection and the new range of
Perfect Fit Brand products. Both manufacturers will bring

Marybeth Onken

something to the table that will be different from everything

Male Power

else you can get on the market these days!

1) We would like to expand our international

3) As I said, we will present a number of new products from

customer base at eroFame 2015. Along with that, it is

Perfect Fit Brand and CellBlock 13!

important for use to show our customers all of the new

4) Well... we do feel like a part of eroFame by now.
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“We are

ahead at

Wieland Hofmeister gives an outlook
The big b2b trade convention will take
place for the sixth time on October 7
to 9, and already now, more than 180
exhibitors have confirmed their par ticipation at eroFame in Hanover. Wieland
Hofmeister, the head of Mediatainment
Publishing eroFame GmbH, answers all
our questions about the event in this EAN
inter view, telling us about the new
elements of the show and the reasons for
their implementation, and also pointing
out why no member of the erotic market
exclusive

should miss out on eroFame.

T

his fall, it's round six for eroFame. Before we talk about

the show itself, let's take a look back: How has the event

evolved throughout the years from your perspective?
Wieland Hofmeister: Like every year, we base our goals

Currently, more than 180 exhibitors have booked a stand

for the upcoming eroFame on the results of the previous

for October. Is the upcoming eroFame convention already

year. The international market situation plays a big role in

a success?

these considerations – the number of companies in the

Wieland Hofmeister: We feel that all relevant companies

erotic industry has not grown all that much, nor has the

in this industry are part of eroFame, and many of them

number of trade members.

are pretty much permanent guests at the show. That is

Consequently, you can probably imagine our surprise

great, also from the viewpoint of the organiser because

when the number of exhibitor registrations exceeded

we know that these companies will bring reliable quality

the final figure from 2014 in June. So the show is going to

to the event.

get bigger once more. A growth of 10% would be more

There is pretty much only one place where you can find

than satisfying.

this concentration of top-quality products form the erotic

As you mentioned, eroFame is going to take place for the

industry – also internationally – and that place is eroFame.

sixth time this year. The event has really established itself in

The exhibitors and the visitors of the show are what turns it

the industry and that gave us the confidence to enter into

into a success. I am convinced that the participants will

a five-year contract with the Hanover fairgrounds, This way,

be happy with results of this year's show.

we also make sure that we'll be able to offer a fair
price-value ratio to our exhibitors. We are definitely very

So there will be more exhibitors than last year, but do you

optimistic looking ahead at the next years!

also expect more visitors than in 2014?
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very optimistic looking
the next years!“
on the upcoming eroFame

trade convention

Wieland Hofmeister: More exhibitors

awareness for eroFame and invite

does not necessarily mean more visi-

their customers to attend the event.

tors from the trade. Attracting visitors

We are looking forward to meeting

is important, but the most important

lots of eroFamers this year, and we

thing for the exhibitors is the quality of

are confident that many trade mem-

these visitors, and year after year,

bers will visit the event.

everybody agrees that the eroFame
crowd delivers in that regard. That is

Is there still free space on the exhibi-

what really counts.

tion floor, and how much longer do

Over the course of the past years, it

hesitant companies have to book a

could be seen across all big trade

stand at eroFame?

shows of the erotic industry that visitor

Wieland Hofmeister: This year, ero-

numbers are stagnating or going

Fame will take place in Hall 27 of the

down. In the age of online trade, this

Hanover fairgrounds – this location is

is an inevitable development.

among the biggest on the premises,

In the past, lots of visitors at these shows

and it offers enough space for

were from video rental stores – five

everyone. So it would be no problem

years ago, there were roughly 3,800

to expand the space we have cur-

video rental stores offering adult films

rently assigned for eroFame.

in Germany alone. However, that era

My advice to interested parties is to

is over now. As most content is being

register in due time to secure a space

consumed online, the number of video

for their booth. Potential exhibitors

rental stores has gone down by pretty

should make up their minds until the

much fifty per cent. Consequently,

end of August at the very latest

there are fewer members of that

because the stands, which we've in-

segment at trade shows nowadays.

cluded in the package we offer, need

Most of the people coming to adult

to be tailored to the exhibitor's require-

b2b shows now are shop owners and

ments. Hence, there is only so much

online retailers, and we are proud that

time if we want to make sure the stands

this select audience chooses to visit

are ready when eroFame begins.

eroFame every year.
Of course, we are also grateful for the

Recently, you introduced new guide-

exhibitors who, in addition to our own

lines for the visitors of eroFame. Would

advertising efforts, create more

you mind summing them up and
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telling us what awaits the visitors? Why
did the advisory board introduce these
changes?
Wieland Hofmeister: Last year, we saw
that several visitors – or at least people
who had registered as visitors – were
actually there to present their products,
displaying and offering them on the
fairgrounds in areas such as the press

.................
Most of the people
coming to adult b2b
shows now are shop owners
and online retailers, and
we are proud that this
select audience chooses to
visit eroFame“
................................

“

information we need.
We'd like to thank them for their cooperation, and we are looking forward to
an eroFame convention without the
aforementioned problems. Fairness is
the name of the game.
One of the highlights of past eroFames
has been the Oktoberfest. Can the
visitors look forward to another evening

lounge or the catering area.
First and foremost, we consider eroFame to be a place of

of Bavarian merrymaking?

contact and a platform for networking, and we don't want

Wieland Hofmeister: Of course! As long as the participants

to come across as fussy or pedantic – but there really was

enjoy this evening, the eroFame Oktoberfest will continue

a big bump in the number of people resorting to such

to be a permanent feature of the trade convention.

practices last year, and we were approached by numerous

Naturally, admission is free for invited trade members. What's

exhibitors who had rented a stand and were asking for a

new this year – and I want to ask all visitors to take note of

just solution to this situation. Or course, it is unacceptable

this – is that everybody gets their free drink coupons for the

that some industry members conduct business at the

Oktoberfest when registering at the counter in hall 27.

expense of others at eroFame, and we need to stop that.
The critical phase of preparation will be-

Representatives of a company that has
not booked a stand at the show should
act accordingly.
We try to keep our prices as fair and
affordable as possible within the context of the services we offer, and we
work hard so every industry member
can afford to rent a stand at eroFame.
That's the reason why we offer smaller
stands. And often, collaborating companies also share a stand.
Another thing we can't and won't tolerate at eroFame are illegal copies and

.................
Anybody who considers himself or
herself a relevant
member of the erotic
trade, who takes his or
her business seriously,
and who wants to remain
successful in the future
really should make time
to visit eroFame.“
................................

“

gin shorty. Have you also been thinking
about ways to convince hesitant trade
members to come and visit eroFame?
Wieland Hofmeister: Anybody who
considers himself or herself a relevant
member of the erotic trade, who takes
his or her business seriously, and who
wants to remain successful in the future
really should make time to visit eroFame.
This is where the representatives of this
wonderful industry meet, where the
experts of the industry come together.

rip-offs. People have tried selling those
in the past, and we ask for the support of companies whose
copyrights are infringed by others.

Judging from the exhibitors who have already confirmed

If we have proof of such infringements, we can take action

their participation, are there certain trends that will

and ban those people from the show. The same goes for

dominate this year's eroFame? What can the trade visitors

instances of theft. In those cases, it may well be that we

expect come October?

also contact the customs authorities or police.

Wieland Hofmeister: Like any other trade show, eroFame

Moreover, we have asked all exhibitors to supply us with

2015 stands or falls with the new products and offers at the

the necessary documents when booking their stands. This

event. I am sure that the highlights will be plentiful this year.

way, we make sure that the products they intend to exhibit

I already know of some of them, but I won't give away

at eroFame are in line with the European health and legal

anything … It is the exhibitor's prerogative to surprise the

regulations. And if I may add, all exhibitors have been

visitors, and they have not ever disappointed in that regard

acting in the most exemplary way, providing us with all the

at eroFame …
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“The band is all about sex, drugs
and rock and roll, always has been.”
Ne w f ro m Lo v e h o ne y : T h e Offic ia l Mo t ö rhe a d Ple a s ure Co lle c t io n
Loud, honest, raw, dir ty … str ung together,
these attributes make for a pretty accurate
description of Motör head. Frontman Le mmy
Kilmister and his bandmates have been bringing rock'n'roll to the masses since 1975,
and they embody the sex, dr ugs, and
rock'n'roll lifestyle like no others. Now, Lovehoney presents the Official Motör head Pleasure Collection for fans of the dyed-in-thewool rockers - and for sex toy lovers in
general. Neal Slateford, the company's
co -founder told us more about the collaboration with the band and the products in
Lovehoney's new collection.

Nea l Sl a t eford ,
c o- found er Lovehoney
exclusive

T

here are many things one would expect from Love-

does this connect to eroticism?

honey, but this is unexpected – a toy line, branded

Neal Slateford: The band is all about sex, drugs and

by Motörhead, the world-famous hard rock band of

rock and roll, always has been. They had a best selling

legendary frontman Lemmy Kilminster! How did this

album called ‘Orgasmatron’ and a track called ‘Vibrator’

cooperation come to pass?

on their first album. The band’s sexual

Neal Slateford: I’m a fan (first saw

adventures have been well chronicled,

them on the Bomber Tour on Tuesday

.................
The world doesn’t
Hall in Bristol, UK) so the band has alneed any more
ways been on my radar. The Motör- couple-friendly female
head imagery and logo are amongst orientated sex toys.”
the most well known in rock and I ................................

so it’s all wrapped up in the brand.

noticed they sold a really wide variety

Neal Slateford: In this business it’s im-

of branded merchandise - from swim-

portant to stand out and be different.

13 November, 1979 at The Colston

“

In light of the current trend to make
most love-toys female or couplefriendly, wouldn't a female band have
been more appropriate?

suits and vodka to guitars and skateboards - and a lot

The world doesn’t need any more couple-friendly

of it. So I thought - why not do sex toys? After a few

female orientated sex toys. Motörhead have a lot of

phone calls we finally managed to meet the band’s

female fans too!

management and pitch them and they loved the idea.
Was it hard to convince Lemmy and his comrades of
Motörhead is synonymous with honest and dirty hard

the idea of branding a sex toy line?

rock and this image is embodied by the band. How

Neal Slateford: No.
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.................
The range captures the rock
and roll lifestyle of the band
perfectly, and offers something
genuinely different in the market.”
................................

“

.................
To cut through on a global
scale today you need a truly
world famous brand. ‘Fifty Shades
of Grey’ is one, Motörhead is
another - just a bit different!”
................................

“

done a brilliant job with some killer cool POS materials L o v e h o n e y wil l k ic k off t he new prod u ct
line with four classic bullet vibrators

slat wall display units and counter top boxes. They really
stand out in store. The band have been involved with
photo shoots for the line and will be promoting the
range through their own social media channels and

Which demographic is Lovehoney targeting with the

on tour.

Motörhead line?
Neal Slateford: It’s not about demographics - Motör-

Do you think that this kind of branding concept is also

head fans range from 16 to 88! We designed these

suitable for other types of endorsement?

vibes for both fans of Motörhead and rock lovers, as

Neal Slateford: Yes. Watch this space.

well as those who just want a cool looking toy to add to
their collection. The range captures the rock and roll

Signature lines have been a hit in the US for quite a

lifestyle of the band perfectly, and offers something

while now. Why hasn't this trend not taken hold of Europe

genuinely different in the market.

so far?
Neal Slateford: A lot of the traditional licensed product

How many items and which types of toys are part of

in our business has been driven by the demands of the

this collection? How will the line be promoted by Love-

US market. Porn stars have done signature lines since

honey and which part will the musicians themselves

way back in the 1970s. But very few of them are known

play in marketing the line?

outside of the US and have an international following.

Neal Slateford: We’re launching with four classic bullet

The demise of the DVD industry has further diminished

styles, including Ace of Spades and Overkill. I’m really

the star power of the traditional porn star. To cut through

pleased with the products - they look amazing and they

on a global scale today you need a truly world famous

work fantastically well. They are very (VERY) powerful,

brand. ‘Fifty Shades of Grey’ is one, Motörhead is another

quiet - and heavy! The design team at Lovehoney has

- just a bit different!
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“There is no sex toy on

gives so much value to its
Jakub Konik presents Lovely
Wearables have already been a hot topic in the tech world long before the launch of the
Apple Watch. Producers in the erotic industr y have also seen the potential of this technology
and are working to incorporate it in adult products. One such company
that is currently working on their first product is San-Francisco-based Lovely Inc. The goal they pursue with
their product – which bears the same name as the
company – is to give the user a better sexual experience thanks to personalised data. How
exactly this is going to work is explained by
the founder of Lovely Inc, Jakub Konik, in
our EAN inter view.
ex c l us ive

H

ello, Jakub. Be-

paign for its first product, also called Lovely. What kind

fore

of product is it and what makes it different from its

we

get

started, would you
mind telling us a bit

Jakub Konik: What’s good about Lovely is that it actually

about yourself and your

has no competition at all. There is no sex toy on the

background?

Jakub Konik,
founder of Lovely Inc.

market that gives so much value to its users. Thanks to

Jakub Konik: Hi, EAN readers!

competition?

I’m

a

27

year

the technology encapsulated in Lovely, we’re able to

old

provide both partners with highly personalised ideas

entrepreneur from Poland. I’ve been

and suggestions on how to make their sex life even

involved in the digital and tech industry for more than

better. Furthermore, we are able to propose positions

seven years, and have been following the sex industry

that they should like, based on the positions they already

for more than five. My first encounter with the industry

know and like. This is possible thanks to the sensors and

happened during a side project for one of the German

software that understand the movements during sex

manufacturers, Fun Factory. I remember that I was ama-

and are capable of analysing them and sending

zed by the quality and design of these products - they

interesting information to the Lovely App.

were completely different from the stereotypes about
sex toys. These products were no longer cheap and

Would you describe Lovely as a fitness tracker for sex?

ugly, they were made with high quality materials and

Jakub Konik: You could say that, but that’s not the point

had top-notch design. That was when I understood that

of Lovely. We are not tracking data for the sake of it. We

change is coming.

are doing this in order to provide the partners with tips
and tricks that will fit their style of love making. You can

You are the founder of Lovely Inc., a start-up based in

still view the amount of calories you burnt or your top

San Francisco that has an ongoing crowdfunding cam-

speed, but it’s there just to make things more interesting.
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the market that
users.”

K O N I K

mised and then analysed by doctors
and universities around the world to
devise new solutions and ways of
treatment. Once we got the Applelevel of security, we will invite everyone
to participate in a world-wide sex
study.
The data collected during sex is rather
personal. How do you make sure it
stays safe and how do you plan to
gain the trust of your users in this regard?
Jakub Konik: Data security is indeed
very important for us. First of all, the
data is processed only on the users

Will Lovely need a Smartphone to
work? Can the user use different bluetooth devices as well to access your
product?

seeing bigger trends and patterns in

device - it doesn’t leave it and doesn’t

Jakub Konik: To view your Lovely's per-

sex, but to get there we have to make

require internet connection to be pro-

sonalised ideas and suggestions as

sure the anonymity and security of

cessed. Furthermore, the app doesn’t

well as other data, you need a

the data is on the highest possible le-

know who you are - it only knows your

smartphone, tablet, or a PC. Lovely

vel. Once we are sure this is the case,

user name that can be completely

works with iOS (iPhone 4s and up, iPad

we will ask our users if they wish their

anonymous we don’t ask for names,

2 and up) and Android (Bluetooth Low

anonymised and secured data to be

surnames, or addresses. Last but not

Energy enabled smartphones and

analysed in the cloud for the bigger

least, the data is encrypted on Lovely

tablets). If you just want to use Lovely

picture.

and decrypted in the Lovely app, so

for the clitoral stimulation and erection

In my opinion, it’s a huge opportunity

even if someone managed to inter-

enhancement features you don’t

for further improvement in people’s

cept it, it would look like a bunch of

need an app, of course.

sex lives. Such analysis is already hap-

random numbers and letters.

pening for diabetes, cardiovascular
What will happen to the collected

diseases, or Alzheimer’s disease thanks

The Lovely app will give the user tips

data? Does it stay on the phone or

to Apple’s new ResearchKit that allows

on how to improve their love life. How

will it be processed in the cloud?

you to participate in important medi-

does it manage to do so?

Jakub Konik: The data doesn’t leave

cal research studies easily through

Jakub Konik: Lovely holds sensors that

the phone for maximum security.

your iPhone. Basically, you download

track and analyse a partner’s move-

There are certain benefits to cloud-

an app that asks you questions about

ments during sex. We are able to tell

processing, such as the possibility of

certain diseases. This data is anony-

their movement speed, force, dura-
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W eara b l e s s u c h a s L o v el y a re a wa y t o int eg ra t e
modern technology in your everyday life

tion, direction, and more during any given phase of
intercourse. This data is correlated with user feedback after
sex and is used to determine if the couple enjoyed that
particular type of sex or not. If they did like it, we can

sitions that guarantee close eye and body contact, certain

suggest them ideas similar to what they like. If they didn’t

ways of tweaking the atmosphere in the bedroom, or pas-

like the given experience we, can propose something dif-

sionate and new ideas for foreplay.

ferent that should fit their style.

One more example: Let’s say that the couple wishes to
have longer sex. The Lovely app can provide them with

Can you give an example for what a tip from the Lovely

positions that are less stimulating for one partners or suggest

app could look like?

the lovers switch positions more often, which leads to pro-

Jakub Konik: Sure! Let’s say that the couple likes oral sex.

longed experience and more.

Lovely and Lovely App will be able to see that and propose

This is the main value of Lovely: It understands what you

new ways and techniques of oral stimulation.

like or don’t like and shows you how to enhance and

Or let’s say that Lovely will find out that the couple doesn’t

enrich your sex life.

enjoy rough and rigid sex. Then the Lovely App can suggest
more passionate love-making by providing them with po-

Apart from the app and the features that come with it,
Lovely is also a penis ring and a sex toy. What makes the

.................
Data security is indeed very
important for us. First of all, the
data is processed only on the users device
- it doesn’t leave it and doesn’t require
internet connection to be processed. ”
................................

“

product special in this regard? What can you tell us about
the exterior design?
Jakub Konik: The final shape of Lovely is a result of countless iterations and hundreds of hours of work put in by our
two industrial designers, who were a couple. They have
tested dozens of already existing couple’s rings to determine their strengths and weaknesses. Then they started
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creating the Lovely shape and tested each iteration on

Jakub Konik: Once it’s finished, we will start with the

themselves. The result is a ring that fits in the vulva and

production implementation. This means producing

transfers the subtle vibrations directly where the clitoris is. It

the moulds, buying large chunks of electronics and

also looks natural, like a droplet or a tulip bud, and appeals

components as well as securing factory working times.

to both partners.

We will also work closely with distributors and provide

When you put it on the docking station and have visitors

them with everything they need to make the Lovely

you can be sure that they will grab it and ask you what this

product launch the best launch of the year.

beautiful thing is It happens to me all the time. Wish you
Do you have plans for the time after the launch of

could see their faces when I tell them what it is!

Lovely? Will you update and furter develop the app
Does the connection with the app also work the other

later on?

way around, e.g. can I choose from different vibration

Jakub Konik: Of course! We cannot wait for the

patterns or change the intensity via my phone?

post-production phase. We are working with sexolo-

Jakub Konik: Right now it’s not possible as we do not want

gists who will help us further tweak the Lovely and

to pack too much features into Lovely. But one day - who

Lovely App to give even more value to the couples.

knows!

We are sure that with the feedback from our users
and the knowledge of the sexologists, we’ll be able

When will Lovely hit the market and who should interested

to improve the experience for everyone.

retailers or distributors contact if they want to sell your product? Will you sell to Europe as well?

The developments in software and technology have

Jakub Konik: We plan to ship the first fully functional

led to great changes some of which have shaken

batch for QA in February, which will also be sent to the

the foundations of entire industries (e.g. iTunes for the

distributors for their assessment. We are already talking

music industry or uber for mobility etc.). Do you

with dozens and distributors who want Lovely thanks to

expect a similar development for the sex toy industry?

the great press the project has re-

Which developments should the industry members

ceived,

and

we

invite

look out for so they don't get left behind?

everyone interested in the

Jakub Konik: I think that the change can be

Lovely business to drop

already seen - there are more and more connected

a line at hello@ourlo-

sex toys, with smart sex toys incoming, and in my

vely.com

opinion the industry should start focussing on

What will be the next steps

these aspects and determining how to bring value to

in the development of

the people by using modern technology. I’m sure it’s

Lovely once the crowdfun-

an exciting time for everyone and it’s awesome to

ding campaign is finished?

be a part of it!
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“We-Vibe and pjur have

of quality and share the
When two market leaders collaborate
We-V ibe Lube – made by pjur and We-Vibe Cleaner – made by pjur. These are the names
of two promising products which, in tur n, are the result of a close collaboration between
pjur group and Standard Innovation. In our EAN inter view, Alexander Giebel, founder and
CEO of pjur group, talks about the fr uitful team-up between his company and the creators
of the world-famous We -V ibe line, the overlapping corporate philosophies, and about the
great potential for cross-sales that is inherent in the two new products.
e xclusiv e

H

ow did cooperation between We-Vibe and pjur

come about?

Alexander Giebel: We-Vibe and pjur have the same
understanding of quality and share the same market
values. For these reasons, we have been in contact
with each other for years, and in 2012, we successfully
ran the 'pjur - We-Vibe approved' campaign together,
during the course of which the compatibility of pjur
personal lubricants and We-Vibe products was
confirmed by the 'Labor für Kautschuktechnologie e.v.'
(the German research body for rubber technology). As
a result of this campaign, we ran a pjur sachet
packaging marketing action. pjur sachets were included
in We-Vibe packaging for the North American
mainstream market. The basic idea was to provide the
customer with a unique experience by combining two
quality products, while guaranteeing optimum care. In
the wake of this initiative, We-Vibe Lube - made by pjur
and We-Vibe Cleaner - made by pjur were created.
Why are We-Vibe and pjur group such a great fit for
each other?
Alexander Giebel: Both companies represent innovation
and premium quality in their respective sectors worldwide, independently of each other. Just like We-Vibe,
pjur produces premium products for modern lifestyles
with the aim of providing the customers with more fun
and also
The two products that have been created in collaboration
with We-Vibe will see a launch in September, says Alexander Giebel
82
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the same understanding
same market values.”
Could you imagine pjur group

What expectations does pjur group

and long lasting lubrication.

working with nother partners in

have regarding this collaboration

The alcohol-free We-Vibe Clean –

the future?

with We-Vibe? What synergy effects

made by pjur has been created

Alexander Giebel: pjur produces

do you anticipated?

for the gentle hygienic cleaning

premium products that are subject

Alexander Giebel: Use of innovative

of

to strict quality management.

intimate

growing

The dermatologically-tested spray

For a product cooperation such as

worldwide. However, what many

reduces odours and is formulated

this, the parameters on both sides

customers underestimate or even

for use with materials sensitive

must be consistent,

forget is that these products need

to alcohol such as latex, rubber,

the philosophy and orientation of

to be maintained and cleaned -

and silicone.

the partner company must be a

most

good fit for us and, of course, our

bacterial infections. Also, intense

How well do these products fit into

interpersonal cooperation must also

sensations can only be achieved in

the We-Vibe product range?

feel right, after all, we are working

combination with a great lubricant,

Alexander Giebel: Perfectly! The

with medical class products so we

especially if you use a dildo. It would

compatibility of the materials and

have a huge responsibility towards

be a pity not to be able to savour

ingredients has been researched

our customers.

all the options and features right

and tested extensively. We have

up to the ultimate sphere of

had our results confirmed by a

experience. The underlying aim of

leading German laboratory. The

this cooperation is to communicate

packaging has also been designed

that to the customer.

in accordance with the We-Vibe

products

importantly

is

to

adult

pleasure

products.

prevent

aesthetic. The results are there for

We-Vibe Clean – made by pjur stands for
perfect and hygienic sex toy cleaning

This collaboration has resulted in the

all to see!

development of two products -

What target groups are these

We-Vibe Lube - made by pjur

products aimed at?

and We-Vibe Clean - made by

Alexander

pjur. What features do these

products, we are aiming to reach

products have?

existing

Alexander Giebel: We-Vibe Lube –

customers who are looking for a

made by pjur is a premium

premium personal lubricant and

water-based lubricant, specifically

hygiene spray which perfectly suit

developed for use with We-Vibe

the We-Vibe intimate products and

products. It enhances the ease and

are also safe.

comfort of intimate sexual activity

We-Vibe Lube - made by pjur and

by providing additional moisture

We-Vibe Cleaner - made by pjur
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have also been designed for all customers who
are interested in lifestyle products and are highly
quality-conscious.
Both companies have their own global distribution
networks. So how will these products be marketed?
Alexander Giebel: The Canada-based company
Standard Innovation, that developed the We-Vibe

.................
This cooperation will help show
customers how important it is to
consider a professional cleaning product
and the right lubricant for an
unforgettable experience with their
erotic toy.”
................................

“

brand, will be in charge of marketing within Canada
and the USA.

What marketing tips can you offer for over-the-coun-

pjur group, headquartered in Luxembourg, will market

ter business and online sales?

the products in Europe, Asia, Australia, and the rest of

Alexander Giebel: These classic cross-selling products

the world.

provide a great opportunity for placement beside
We-Vibe products in stores, as the new cleaning pro-

What commercial opportunities are opened up by the

duct and water-based personal lubricant have been

products developed as part of this cooperation?

developed and tested specifically for use with

Alexander Giebel: Both products obviously provide

We-Vibe products.

great cross-selling potential. This cooperation will help

Retailers should also use our large selection of PoS

show customers how important it is to consider a

materials such as flyers, brochures, web banners, etc.

professional cleaning product and the right lubricant

These are useful for both over-the-counter and

for an unforgettable experience with their erotic toy.

online businesses.
When will these two new products be available in
Europe? And which distributors and large retailers
will stock them?
Alexander Giebel: As stated above, these products
will be distributed globally. Retailers and distributors
can pre-order the products immediately. Because a
large number of retailers have already expressed their
interest, European, Australian, and Asian retailers
should get in touch with their pjur contact partner as
soon as possible (sales@pjur.com), and retailers from
America and Canada should contact We-Vibe at
customercare@we-vibe.com.
The products will be delivered within Europe
from September, and in Australia and the USA
from October.
Are further collaborations with We-Vibe planned for
the future?
Alexander Giebel: The focus right now is on the
launch and distribution of the current products,
We-Vibe Lube – made by pjur and We-Vibe Cleaner
– made by pjur. However, further cooperation with
We-Vibe is of course a possibility for the future.

We-Vibe Lube – made by pjur is a top-quality water-based luricant
that was created particularly for use with We-Vibe products
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“T he Screaming O can

couples, EVERYONE have
10 y e a rs o f T h e Sc re a min g O

The team of The Screaming O
i s p r o u d o f t he a c hievement s of t he pa st te n ye ar

A disposable vibrating cock ring was the catalyst for Jim Ross' idea to star t his own company
in the erotic industr y. The Screaming O's Vibrating Ring was his first product, and not only did
it tur n out a long-time top-seller, but it also had great influence on the development of this
entire product group. This year, The Screaming O is celebrating its tenth anniversar y, and
EAN seized this oppor tunity to ask the company's founder and President for an inter view.
exclusive

W

hat was your inspiration to start The Screaming O

Justin Ross: When I was in business school at USC in

ten years ago? And why did you decide to try

2001, I had an adventurous girlfriend who introduced

your luck in the erotic industry?

me to the world of adult toys and vibrating rings and
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help men, women,
better, more satisfying sex.“
.................
Our No. 1 goal is
to help retailers
maximise the return they
make from the store and
floor space allocated
to our products.”
................................

“

especially, knowing the projects that

products, women and couples as

we have in development and the

a target audience, trends such as

talented team in charge of making

sexual health, etc.?

it all happen.

Justin Ross: When I first started The
Screaming O, I wanted the brand

What are the highlights you like to

to

think back to? What are the mile-

light-hearted

stones in the ten-year history of your

products and marketing, so I came

company?

up with The Screaming O as a clever

the concept remained in the back

Justin Ross: The first major milestone

play on words, ordered a sample

of my mind as I embarked on a

was around 2007 when I moved

batch of about 1,000 vibrating rings,

career in finance. I eventually left

operations out of my garage and

and signed up for our first trade

the finance world to start a new

into a professional office space in

show to see how the market would

business and the iron was hot to

southern California. From there we

respond. By 2005, The Screaming O

establish an adult novelty company

worked hard to build and streamline

disposable vibrating ring and the Big

with a fresh perspective, but the real

a team of talented professionals de-

O reusable cock ring were officially

light bulb moment happened in

dicated to help bring commercial

for sale and shortly after that,

2004 after seeing an early model

viability to The Screaming O brand’s

wholesale orders started pouring in.

of a disposable vibrating ring.

fun and light-hearted attitude.

Cock rings, vibrating rings – there

That was the inspiration for our very

In 2013, we had the exciting oppor-

hadn‘t yet been a company

first product, The Screaming O

tunity to adjust our logo and packa-

dedicated

ging and remove the hyper-sexual

easy-to-use and affordable versions

models and imagery. This allowed

of these important sexual enhancers

Congratulations on your company's

us to better reflect our message and

and

ten year anniversary! Looking back

hone our brand’s personality as an

opportunity to become a market

at the past decade, are you

inclusive, sex-positive source for qua-

leader. Soon, we expanded to

satisfied with the development of

lity and affordable products.

create mini vibrators like the FingO

Vibrating Ring.

have

we

the

same
attitude

to

saw

fun

and

as

our

manufacturing

an

incredible

and our famous Bullets to provide a

The Screaming O?
Justin Ross: Of course! Success can

Ten years ago, the market for erotic

full range of affordable sex toys for

be subjective and come in many

products was different. Getting into

men,

forms, but the key is to wake up

this market, what did you want to

designed to sell fast and appeal to

every morning feeling the same

change with your company and

the impulsive shopper in us all.

sense of excitement that inspired

your

The

Since then, we’ve set a precedent

me to create The Screaming O in

Screaming O contributed to the

with our retail and distribution

the first place. And that has been a

developments of the past years, i.e.

partners by providing them with

driving force for me this year

a focus on high-quality brand

sales support and merchandising

products?
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tools to help promote all Screaming O products. We

Justin Ross: Our No. 1 goal (aside from making love

remain one of the most active members of the

more fun, of course!) is to help retailers maximise the

community by creating custom signage that fits stores‘

return they make from the store and floor space

unique styles and floor plans, hosting quarterly Super

allocated to our products. Our fastest-selling

Sales, and providing event support with give-aways and

consumables come available in pre-stocked fish

sales incentives.

bowls and POP box displays, which look great lined

It was such an exciting time, watching the company

up together on a shelf or right by the cash wrap. The

grow so quickly and organically, and we soon

easy grab-n-go format promotes impulse purchases

established ourselves as the go-to source for affordable

and upsells and is one of many ways The
Screaming O helps retailers make

entry-level mini vibes, vibrating rings
and other sex toys for men, women
and couples.
The Screaming O has always been
trying to improve people's sex life,
promoting a positive attitude towards
sex. What are the reasons for
this commitment?
Justin Ross: Sex is an inherent part of

.................
We’re expanding into
new product
categories without losing
focus on our core mission
to create fun, affordable
and functional products
that sell.”
................................

“

more money.
From

signage

to

interactive

displays, we are able to customise
marketing kits to match every store’s
needs

and

help

create

a

Screaming O shopping experience
on the show floor. Retailers often
request

special

banners

or

stand-up signs with their own designs, and our graphics department

our being. We depend on it not only
for procreation but also for health, happiness and inti-

is equipped to handle and manufacture almost any-

macy, yet so many of us are raised to believe

thing they dream up – and our customers love that.

sex – specifically enjoying it – to be a shameful or forbidden act. By helping to alleviate the various stigmas

The consumers have absolute trust in The Screaming

associated with enjoying sex for pleasure, The Screaming

O brand. Does that help set yourselves apart from

O can help men, women, couples, EVERYONE have

the competition in this extremely crowded market?

better, more satisfying sex. Because everyone deserves

Justin Ross: Gaining the trust of consumers is key for

that, no matter their sexual preference, ability, economic

any manufacturer of intimate products – these items

status, or experience level.

are deeply personal, often carrying an emotional

We like to joke that our products are 'gateway toys' for

connection, and without that trust there’s no reason

anyone curious to try sex toys for the first time. That’s

for any man, woman or couple to choose our brand

why our packaging and messaging maintains a bright,

over another. Responsible manufacturing, clear and

friendly and approachable tone and never fails to

correct labelling, and accurate consumer education

remind shoppers that the whole point of having

are three pillars to running a sex toy company that’s

sex – and using Screaming O sex toys – is to have fun

deserving of consumers’ trust. However each

and feel good!

company wants to define or handle that is their own
prerogative, of course, but we at The Screaming O

Affordable, functional, fun – are those the determining

are proud to be setting a new industry standard.

factors for the success of your products?
Justin Ross: Absolutely – it’s the core of our business

What can the market and the consumers expect

model, right alongside quality and safety.

from The Screaming O in the future?
Justin Ross: As we celebrate our 10-year anniversary,

Does your range of sales-promoting materials

we’re expanding into new product categories without

contribute greatly to the success of The Screaming O?

losing focus on our core mission to create fun,

How important are these materials for the trade?

affordable and functional products that sell.
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“It is a must-visit event

for retailers in the adult novelties industry.”

Tropical Temptations – The motto of Scala Playhouse's upcoming in-house show sounds promising
Tropical weather is not something you usually find in the Netherlands in early September,
but this year, there'll be an exception as things are bound to get hot and steamy in Scala's
showroom. The motto of the Dutch company's fall in-house fair, taking place on September
6 a n d 7 , i s “ Tr o p i c a l Te m p t a t i o n s “ , a n d S a b i n e K i r c h n e r f r o m t h e S c a l a m a r ke t i n g a n d
communications depar tment told us what to expect without giving away too much. So even
af ter reading this inter view, you'll be in for several pleasant surprises when visiting the event.
ex c l us ive

ropical Temptations – that will be the theme of your

Are you going to turn your showroom into a butterfly

in-house show at the beginning of September. Will

house, or how will the theme be reflected in the

T

there be a jungle of new products and discounts for

presentation area?

the visitors to explore?

Sabine: We like to keep the interior of our showroom a

Sabine Kirchner: There will be plenty of exciting things

secret until the Scala Fair itself. For us, the surprise

to explore in our showroom during the upcoming

element is very important, as we really want to amaze

‘Tropical Temptations’ Scala Fair. We are definitely

our visitors with the decoration of our showroom. There

heating things up with various amazing deals and offers

will be various unique tropical touches, which we hope

which are almost too hot to handle! As with every Scala

will be a bit hit with our Scala Fair audience. You’ll just

Fair, we will pay great attention to the decoration of our

have to visit the fair to see it for yourself!

showroom so it corresponds with the theme. You can
expect many tropical influences and exotic details.

Will the basic concept of the in-house show remain

Summer might be nearly coming to an end on the 6th

unchanged? Put differently: Will the show still take place

and 7th of September, but we’re creating a sensational

on Sunday and Monday? Will there be a party and a

heat-wave in Almere!

Cash & Carry area?
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Sabine: Yes, the schedule of the
Scala Fair remains unchanged. The
‘Tropical Temptations’ Scala Fair and
our famous Cash & Carry will take
place on Sunday the 6th and
Monday the 7th of September from
9 am to 6 pm, with the spectacular
Scala Party starting on Sunday
evening at 6pm. We’ve noticed that
many of our visitors, especially
the

store-owners

themselves,

appreciate the current schedule.
We hope that this concept will allow
all of our customers and contacts
to attend the upcoming fair. We can
already promise our visitors that the
Scala Fair Party on Sunday evening
- held in our showroom restaurant
once again - will be a must-visit!
We’ve got some very hot and exotic
entertainments lined up and we’ll
cater to all our visitors needs with
delicious drinks and very appetising,
tropical inspired snacks! In regards

Scala P lay ho use go e s tr o pical
o n Se pte mbe r 6 a n d 7

to the Cash & Carry: It will be open
on both fair days from 9am to 6pm,

feature unique, state-of-the-art LED

Sabine: As I just stated: We are

and we encourage visitors to come

ambience lights and enable lovers

presenting several new products

early so they don't miss out on the

to set the perfect mood for some

and line extensions from our own

best deals and hottest offers. Our

sensational fun in the dark. You simply

in-house brands. With regard to our

Cash & Carry items are always very

have to visit the LUZ by TOYJOY display

suppliers: We can’t reveal any details

popular and can sell out very

at the ‘Tropical Temptations’ fair - we

yet, but we will have some exciting

quickly; so getting there first thing in

expect it to become a big hit!

new products on show!

the morning is always a good idea!

Another of our brands which is
presenting new items is the TOYJOY

Which current and upcoming

What can the visitors expect in terms

Designer Edition. At the previous Scala

trends and developments in the

of new products and brands? Can

Fair, we introduced the brand new

erotic market will be reflected in

you already tell us about some of

Icon and Hero couples toys in this

Scala's showroom and the new

the show's highlights?

range. This fair, we are adding more

products come September?

Sabine: We have some new,

exciting items to the TOYJOY Designer

Sabine: One of the major trends

show-stopping releases lined up for

Edition collection including a unique

that will certainly leave its mark on

the upcoming fair! One of new lines

remote controlled dual-stimulator that

the upcoming Scala Fair is the

we’re most proud of is LUZ by

is amazingly multi-functional.

development of new couple toys.

TOYJOY. This innovative collection of

Additions have been made to the

pleasure providers will literally light

And what about new products from

range of the TOYJOY Designer

up your love life. The products

Scala's private labels?

Edition, with various new, multi-use
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toys that are not just fun for her or him

own brands and for our valued

but guarantee a great time for both

suppliers. At the upcoming fair, you

lovers! Another trend is the switch to

can browse through our POS brochure
and view several new POS displays on

USB-rechargeable silicone toys. This

show. Besides the POS items listed in the

trend is clearly visible in the new LUZ

brochure,

by TOYJOY collection as it is completely

Scala

Playhouse

also

offers

USB-rechargeable and made of premium body-

custom-made POS materials. This means we are able

safe silicone.

to cater to your individual POS demands and help
you achieve a full in-store brand experience for your

Which of your suppliers will be at the show? Are there

customers. At the upcoming Scala Fair, you can learn

also going to be new companies presenting

about all the POS possibilities - or simply download

their products?

the POS brochure online at Scala Playhouse in the

Sabine: At Scala Playhouse, we are very proud of the

download section after logging in.

solid working relationships we’ve build with our
suppliers. Our collaboration is based on trust and

If you met someone who has never been to a Scala

mutual success, which means many of our suppliers

Playhouse show, what would you tell him to make

will definitely be present at the show to promote their

him visit the show in in September?
Sabine: It is a must-visit event for

products. At the upcoming ‘Tropical
Temptations’ Scala Fair, you can
meet up with repre sentatives from
Pipedream, Calexotics, Jimmyjane,
Doc Johnson, NS Novelties, Standard
Innovations, System JO, Baci, OVO,
BMS Enterprises, Shunga, HOT, and
other exciting brands. We want to
encourage our visitors to talk to our
suppliers and get information on the
latest products and their features. The

.................
The Scala Fair is
the ultimate
opportunity to ask
our suppliers questions
and have personal,
face-to-face contact
with the knowledgeable
brand-representatives.”
................................

“

retailers in the adult novelties
industry. Scala Playhouse is one of
the largest European distributors
and has established solid working
relationships with the most popular
brands

and

smaller,

niche

suppliers. For example, we are the
exclusive European distributor of
Jimmyjane. At Scala Playhouse,
we have a great mix of products,
catering to your every need:

more information you have, the easier
it is to advise your customers, resulting in better sales

drugstore items, toys, lingerie, DVDs, and other erotic

figures. The Scala Fair is the ultimate opportunity to

lifestyle accessories. The Scala Fair is a great occasion

ask our suppliers questions and have personal,

for you to see the newelatestst and most exciting

face-to-face contact with the knowledgeable

products on the market, including one-a-kind pleasure

brand-representatives. Of course, our Scala Playhouse

providers from our own in-house brands. You can also

Account Managers will also gladly help out with

take advantage of some amazing deals in our

information and guide you through the showroom,

famous Cash & Carry section which always offers

telling you about new must-have products for

must-have products at unbelievably good prices.

your customers.

Apart from it being a great business decision to attend
the Scala Fair, it’s also a really fun event to visit! Our

Are you also going to present new solutions and

showroom is decorated beautifully; you can meet

materials for the point of sale?

up with industry veterans and establish new contacts.

Sabine: The first edition of our Scala Playhouse POS

We will treat you to delicious food, refreshing drinks,

brochure was released in March this year, and it is

incredible prize-competitions and a spectacular

being updated monthly. This brochure lists all the POS

party. The Scala Fair isn’t just a B2B event; it’s an

options we currently offer at Scala Playhouse, for our

exciting day out for everyone!
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“Well, everyone wants to look ‘buff’,
Richard Britton on Buff

Not all product types are destined to have a spectacular design that immediately catches
t h e e y e . S ex t o y s ? C e r t a i n l y. B u t s u p p l e m e n t s a n d i n t i m a t e c o s m e t i c s ? N o t s o m u c h .
Therefore, success hinges not only on the design of a product, but of ten also on packaging
a n d i m a g e . T h e n e w b r a n d B u f f i s a p e r f e c t ex a m p l e o f t h i s , a f t e r a l l , i t ' s t h e a r o u s a l
products' militar y retro look

that allows them to clearly stick out from the competition.

And as Richard Britton - the Marketing and Operations Director of Angels SM Group, the
company behind Buff - explains in our inter view, if a product attracts the attention of the
consumer, that's already half the battle. He also gives an over view of the products in this
fledgling brand, and he tells us about his plans for the future of Buff.

Your brand and your products come with a rather
cute military theme. Why did you decide that this
theme would fit your products?
Richard Britton: Well, everyone wants to look ‘buff’, in
shape and ready for action. The image is a play on
this - our model looks beautiful, a bit retro and
absolutely gorgeous. We wanted a brand that was
different from traditional arousal products and also
featured

a

distinctive

look

that

represented

empowerment for females and something for the
guys to be attracted to.
Richard Britton,
Marketing and Operations Director, BUFF

Sometimes the sheer amount of arousal and similar

exclusive

products can be overwhelming for the end customer.

B

efore we go into more detail, could you give us an

Which aspects of a product and its marketing

overview over your company? When did you join

are the most important if you want to stand out from

the market and which kind of products do you offer?

the crowd?

Richard Britton: As a team, we have been bringing

Richard Britton: The distinctive imagery and look of

products to market for a number of years, either our

the products make them stand out, inviting the

own brands or private label. Collectively, we have

consumer to take a closer look.

over 30 years’ experience in the health & beauty

Once the consumer has picked up the product in

sector, particularly specializing in nutritional supple-

the retail environment or clicked on the product on a

ments and intimate cosmetics for the adult market.

webpage then the hard part of selling has been done

BUFF is one of our brands, but only a small example

– we are able to supply products in merchandisers,

of our activities. We have worked and are

clip strips and have shelf edge material to help make

working with a number of distributors and well-known

displays with impact.

brands for product development, production and

We also have a digital pack that contains pictures

marketing initiatives.

and marketing copy.
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in shape and ready for action.”
for various clients, probably 12
million over the past 10 years. The
pill is taken by men who want some
nutritional support for the reproductive system but are not keen on
using strong medicines. The BUFF
TNT Black has more impact and
packed full of l-Arginine, Ginger
The Sex Bomb pills are available for
men and for women

and other herbal extracts for
maximum effect.

.................
We wanted a brand
that was different
from traditional arousal
products and also
featured a distinctive
look that represented
empowerment for females
and something for the
guys to be attracted to.”
................................

“

Do you work with distributors?
Right now you are offering four

Where can your products be

different products, mostly for men.

bought?

Is there one product you would

Richard Britton: The recent ETO

describe as your flagship product?

show was our opportunity to formally

Richard Britton: The BUFF Sex Bomb

launch the range of BUFF products

blue pill for men was the starting

– we had a great reaction to them

point for the range together with

and are in discussions with distribu-

the BUFF Sex Bomb pink pill for wo-

tors and retailers. We welcome all

men. We always had range exten-

enquiries to discuss opportunities

sions in mind and have added TNT

with the BUFF brand and share the

Black, a pheromone spray and a

potential for revenue and profit.

Buff TNT contains 1-Arginine and ginger
among other herbal substances

has been a real hit and we show-

There are strict regulations for

Richard Britton: As I mentioned

cased a delay cream, a female

products like pills in some Euro-

above, BUFF is just one of the

tightening gel and female stimula-

pean countries. Do you sell all your

brands we have and we also work

ting gel at the recent ETO show in

products to the whole of Europe?

with our clients on private label

Birmingham, UK. The reaction was

Richard Britton: The formulations

products. The BUFF brand has

so positive that these products will

are safe, effective and compliant

some new additions that will be ar-

be available very soon.

across EU territories – this is taken

riving soon – BUFF Delay Cream for

into account at the formulation

him and 2 products for her, BUFF

TNT Black and Sex Bomb are both

process all the way through to the

Feel Tight and BUFF Ignite Gel. We

arousal pills. What are the diffe-

packaging and marketing claims

are also launching a brand new

rences between them?

on the finished product.

lube brand, Looby Lube, which is

delay spray. The BUFF Delay Spray

a really distinctive and contempo-

Richard Britton: The BUFF Sex Bomb
blue pill for men is probably one of

What can we expect from BUFF in

rary twist on a range of lubes

the most successful herbal arousal

the

featuring water-based, silicone,

products – we have made this pill

working on new products?

future?

Are
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“Teledildonics is in the beginning stages of
acceptance and awareness.”

Eddy Olivares, Marketing Manager at Lovense, on long distance sex
Compared to conventional relationships, long distance relationships present
lovers with a whole new set of challenges, and often – and for obvious reasons - they don't last ver y long. One of the biggest problems in such relationships is the lack of intimacy, and people have been working for years to
find a solution to this problem, harnessing the potential of modern technology to make vir tual sex or cyber sex better and more immersive. Now, their
effor ts are being rewarded as more and more couples who are separated
by great distances give these concepts a tr y. Lovense is one of the pioneering companies in the realm of teledildonics and continues to work tirelessly
to make long distance relationships more fun, as can be seen from the
company's new inventions, Nora and Max. Lovense's Marketing Manager,
Eddy Olivares, told EAN ever ything there is to know about these two products.

ex c l us ive

C

an you give us an overview of your company? Since when have you been in this

market, and which products have you released so far?

Eddy Olivares: The founder and a core team members launched an internet controlled
vibrator in 2010, as a side project, under a different brand name. The sales were okay,
even without marketing, so they decided to pursue the idea of long distance sex.
The idea behind our current toys, Max and Nora, has been something we
developed since early 2011. In mid-2011, the initial prototypes were made
and we got our first press release about the revolutionary technology. It took
an additional two years of hardware development to get the product up
to our standards. In late 2013, we launched an Indiegogo campaign

E d d y O l i v a r e s s e e s t remend ous pot ent ia l for
teledildonics among couples in long distance relationships
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under the Lovense brand which

communicate over long distances,

Eddy: The reception from consumers

made the concept of two-way

and the rest is history.

has been great. We have done no
marketing, but were able to achieve

interactive long distance sex toys
available to consumers for the first

In 2010, you developed a vibrator

double digit monthly growth last year-

time. We are still the only company

that could be controlled via Skype.

all via organic search. This year the

that has a set of two-way interactive

Was that the world's first “smart”

media was very interested in a recent

toys available for consumers. During

vibrator?

partnership announcement with the

the last 12 months, we’ve been

Eddy: Not sure if it can be classified

top

developing a new line of products-

as a “smart” vibrator, but it definitely

VirtualRealPorn. Our sales exploded

wearable bluetooth sex toys. We plan

expanded the boundaries of what

and we’re continuing to see great

on launching them soon.

was possible at that time. I believe it

growth in 2015. We have a lot of

was the first bullet vibe that was able

marketing to do to really get our

to be controlled via the internet.

brand out there, but everything seems

Have you always been a designer of

3d

porn

content

creator,

to be falling into place for us.

erotic products?
Eddy: Lovense started out as a tech

For those of our readers who haven't

company. While other companies

heard about your current products,

Who is using your products? Is there a

focus on design, our core team has

Nora and Max, yet: How would you

specific target audience you are

focussed on the software side of sex

describe them?

aiming for?

toys. For our first products, we outsour-

Eddy: Nora is a rabbit vibrator and

Eddy: We have a few target

ced design, as we didn’t have the

Max is like a Fleshlight with a built-in

markets and we have

expertise. Now we are transitioning

vibrator and air pumps. They have

gotten very different,

from a tech company to a true sex

bluetooth technology inside and the

but positive feed-

toy manufacturer and taking care of

ability to interact with each other if

back…

design, assembly, quality control,

used with our smartphone apps or

Long

etc…

PC/MAC software. When you move

couples

one, the other will react- regardless of

told us that the

Why did you choose to get into this

the distance (as long as both people

ability to have

industry?

are logged into the app and have

long distance sex

Eddy: The founder has a background

connected with each other). It’s per-

strengthens

in other industries, but has always

fect for long distance couples who

relationship - espe-

worked in IT. He spent a lot of time

crave intimacy.

cially

distance
have

during

their
the

holidays or special

away from his partner in his late 20’s.
He was working abroad in the UK,

How has the world responded to

while his partner stayed in China. They

Nora and Max since the launch of

stayed in touch with messaging apps

these products?

occasions

and online video chat programmes,
but it was difficult for them. It was really
hard to sync together and feel like a
couple when each person’s day to
day life was so different and there was
no physical connection. Our founder
looked for solutions but there were no
options available. When he returned
home, he started researching possi-

Bo th pr o duct s a r e a va i la ble
from Eropartner as of now

bilities to develop a device that could
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.................
I cannot see the
sex toy industry
transitioning so
drastically that
every toy is 'connected',
but I guess it’ll be
possible in fifteen to
twenty years.”
................................

“
when they’re missing each other most. Instead of focussing

now, both toys automatically sync together and you

on not being with each other, they look

cannot define who is controlling who. Pretty soon

forward to connecting in a new way and

you will be able to pick from three options:

creating a special intimate experience.

1. Person 1’s toy controls Person 2’s toy

Couples that only buy one toy and live

2. Person 2’s toy controls Person 1’s toy

together say it added some spice to their

3. Toys sync together and react based on both

love life. The ability to take control from across

partner’s movements

the bedroom or from a distant place is
exciting for them. It’s something not many

Teledildonics is the number one topic of

couples have experienced and opens the

discussion in the erotic industry right now. How

doors to new kinds of play. We’ve recently

will this segment evolve? Are products such as

been working with cam models and

Nora and Max only just the beginning of the

introducing hidden features in our apps to

development?

make it easy for them to use our toys. I’ve

Eddy: Teledildonics is in the beginning stages

been told that their viewers really love the

of acceptance and awareness. We expect the

interactive experience. It changes the whole

LDR (long distance relationships) segment of

dynamic of the show - instead of just tipping

the market to grow rapidly as more and more

money, they’re paying to participate.

long distance couples turn to technology to solve their
intimacy problems. We expect growth for, and interest in

The Lovense products require an app called Body Chat.

other applications, too. The sales numbers we are seeing

What can you tell us about this special app?

from our recent partnership announcement with

Eddy: The Body Chat app was the first of its kind (syncing

VirtualRealPorn are very promising- especially considering

two sex toys) when released and is still the only app

the consumer version of the Oculus Rift hasn't even

available for smartphones with this kind of functionality.

launched yet. We also see potential in the cam model
market, and are discussing details with various websites

Are there plans to further optimise the app or the software

on how to best form a partnership.

and to add new features?

Regarding product development, we anticipate other sex

Eddy: Yes, the core Lovense team is a group of software

toy companies will see our success and try to incorporate

developers. They work full-time updating the apps as

that feature in their existing product lines, but it won't be

necessary and adding new features as our users request

easy. Developing bluetooth toys is not an easy process - it

them. The next feature which will be added is the ability to

requires technical expertise which a lot of traditional sex

choose how the long distance sex feature will work. Right

toy manufactures just don't have. It will require a lot of
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resources and will be a much longer prototyping process

donic technology is a natural next step for these couples

than they are used to. Traditional sex toys can go from

as it provides a more physical and interactive experience. -

design to production in as little as 8 weeks. Sex tech takes

Nothing replaces the human touch, but when you are

many months and sometimes years to develop.

hundreds or thousands of kilometres away from your

Regarding our own product development, I mentioned

partner, this is the best solution.

before that the Lovense team is working on wearable sex
toys. We researched the potential applications for

So far, the quality of a the hardware – the vibrator, the

teledildonic technology and see a huge gap in the market

dildo, etc. - has been the key element. Will the quality of

in the remote control sex toys space. Many people have

the software become the big sales argument in the future?

a public play fantasy but the options on the market are of

Eddy: Design plays a very important part, no matter how

poor quality. We’ve been researching, prototyping and

good the software is. If the design is bad, you’ll be hearing

testing a bluetooth bullet vibe and butt plug for almost a

complaints from customers. For us, the software element

year. We are using our expertise to solve the issues with the

is the biggest attraction, but we are one of the few

current wearable bluetooth toys on the market. Our

companies focusing on solving problems for long distance

..............
We expect
the LDR
(long distance
relationships)
segment of the
market to grow
rapidly.”
...........................

“

couples. I cannot see the sex toy industry

wearables line should see a launch be-

transitioning so drastically that every

fore the end of the year.

toy is 'connected', but I guess it’ll be
possible in fifteen to twenty years.

Critics feel that, instead of bringing
people together, teledildonics rather create more distance be-

You have used IndieGogo to fund

cause real emotions can't be

your project. Can you explain

transmitted via the internet. What

briefly how you approached this
fundraising

is your stance on this point?

campaign?

Which

aspects are important to successfully

Eddy: The majority of our users are using

raise funds via crowdfunding?

this technology to connect with people they

Eddy: We used IndieGogo to test the idea. We actually

already have an emotional connection with. The emotions are there, but they aren’t able to physically touch

didn’t do a good job of our first campaign. The PR potential

each other. For people in LDRs, teledildonics helps fill the

was huge, but we missed the mark. We didn’t hit our goal,

intimacy gap. Most LDR couples are already sexting and

but we were practically done with the development

having skype sex on a regular basis, but it can be awkward

process so it wasn’t a big worry. It gave us some pre-orders

for some or leave them craving each other more. Teledil-

and hope that the product had a market. After the
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campaign, sales kept coming in solely through organic

panies or companies working in the erotic industry?

search - at that point, it solidified our hope that the

Can it replace the traditional ways of funding?

concept had potential.

Eddy: Starting a business is hard. Starting a business
in the erotic industry is even harder. On the surface it

Why did you choose this approach to fund your project?

looks like crowd-funding can help entrepreneurs in

Can it be used as the single source of financing for new

the industry, but it’s simply not coming to fruition. If

projects or is it just one source of many?

you look at the previous sex toy crowd-funding

Eddy: IndieGogo is a great way to validate an idea.

projects, most of them don’t get anywhere near their

It’s getting harder now, though everyone is doing it.

goal (in some cases, they revise their goal downward).

A lot of reporters are getting sick of Kickstarters and

Unless you have a truly revolutionary product, you

IndieGogos so it’s hard to pitch them. Unless it’s a

won’t see success. For the erotic industry, it is more

ground-breaking idea, it will be hard to get the press

likely that private investing is going to replace

needed to hit your goal.

traditional financing.

We will be doing another IndieGogo campaign for our
new products, but it’s not to finance the development.

Which channels of distribution do you use to market

We have already been developing the product for over a

your products?

year and it will be available soon after the campaign

Eddy: We've been focussing on direct sales and using

ends. The campaign will be used to find beta testers willing

an affiliate programme to market our products. This

to give us feedback on our new app and toys. As I

has opened up higher profit margins to us, and it has

mentioned before, sex tech is difficult to develop. Having

given us the ability to re-invest into the business -

a bunch of enthusiastic users (who we can pre-sell our first

we've used our profits to set up our own factory and

batch to) helps us with the development process. It’s

take over the majority of the manufacturing process.

necessary to get the right amount of feedback before

We've cut costs without sacrificing quality. We are now

ramping up production.

in a position to expand and entertain partnerships
with retailers and distributors who contact us. We

Do you think that this approach is better than the tradi-

actually just secured our first distribution deal with

tional financing via banks, especially for newer com-

Eropartner Distribution.

..............
For people in LDRs, teledildonics
helps fill the intimacy gap.”
...........................

“

Nora is a rabbit vibrator while Max is a masturbator with a built-in vibrator
an d ai r pu m p s – o n c e c onnec t ed via t he int ernet , t he tw o pr o ducts inte r act w ith e ach o the r
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“The Cyclone from Vorze is the most innovative
Following a successful launch in Japan, Vorze's Cyclone is swirling onto the European market
There is a lot going on in the market for masturbators right now. The potential of moder n
technology has opened up whole new avenues of exploration to designers and developers.
The Vor ze Cyclone from Japanese company Rends is a prime example of this: a quality
product that appeals to the consumers with its outer design just as much as it does with its
inner workings. We inter viewed Rends' Masahito Osata and Rober t Schwab from Dusedo,
the company that secured the distribution rights for the European market. Both are
confident that Cyclone will be a massive success.

to do is to insert the attached exclusive wireless adapter
in the USB port of the PC, start the VORZE player, and
you are done.
You can see how the VORZE A10 Cyclone SA synchronises with your favourite videos. This means you can
enjoy and feel the same action through VORZE A10
Cyclone SA as your favourite porn stars do on the screen.
Yes, that is a quite innovative function!
Is a special file necessary for the movement of the
Cyclone SA to match a video or does your software
create a pattern automatically?
Masahito Osato: A play file is a simple programme for
operating the VORZE A10 Cyclone SA with a video clip.
A play file can be freely created and changed with
software that can edit CSV files, such as Microsoft Excel.
Dusedo's Robert Schwab is very optimistic
a bo u t t he s u c c es s of t he t he V orz e Cyclo n e

If you feel that this is too much work, we are also offering
a free software called Playfile-Maker.

exclusive

This software automatically creates play files and

I

f you had to describe the Vorze Cyclone SA in three

supports the video-link feature of the VORZE A10 Cyclone

words, what would you say?

SA. With this, the the rotational movement of the VORZE

Masahito Osato: Innovative! Interactive! Futuristic!

A10 Cyclone SA can also be set/edited optionally while
watching your favorite videos.

One of its main features is that you can connect the
Cyclone SA to your computer and sync it with videos.

Right now, your software is available for all the latest

How is this achieved? Which kind of computer do I

versions of Windows. Are you planning on releasing the

need to use it?

software for iOS or Android as well?

Masahito Osato: It is easy. The player of this product

Masahito Osato: We want to realise a user-friendly

works with Windows 7, 8 and 8.1 - no need for any

system for all mobile tablets, Mac, VR headset and etc.,

special computer or device. The only thing you need

so we believe nothing is impossible.
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Male Masturbator available on the market.”
that you have a pure bred Japanese piece of technology in your
possession.
How much does the Cyclone cost
in Europe?
Robert Schwab: The retail price
price will be around € 460,The Cyclone is a quality product,
but this also means that it’s not a
cheap one and not everybody is
willing or able to pay 460$ for a
Masahito Osata presenting the Vorze Cyclone

masturbator. What type of customer

The Cyclone has a very modern,

Masahito Osato: We put in ceaseless

are you aiming for with this product?

almost futuristic design. Which

effort for every innovation among our

Robert Schwab: Honestly speaking,

aspects of its appearance were

products without loosening the reins,

people don't buy just a masturbator,

especially important to you during

and that goes for both, software and

they buy the experience. People

the design process?

hardware.

can make their own playable

Masahito Osato: Good question.

We can say that VORZE-INTERACTIVE

pattern and share this pattern online.

We at VORZE think this device is not

will be a big hit in the market. For

You can either share with your

only a sex toy but also a sexual

updates, please visitwww.vorze.jp/en/

friends, or with the community. The

home appliance, i.e. a device that

and check our latest information.

possibilities are endless if compared
it to other regular masturbators. The

can enrich your daily life. Since the
device offers such great function-

Dusedo

the

typical customer will be the person

ality, it did not take long to decide

marketing of the Cyclone in Europe.

who wants to take their game to the

that the design should be a

Why do you think that this products

next level, and looking at the

modern, elegant, and sophisticated

will be a success in this market?

figures… this is a growing market!

so the product can be placed on

Robert Schwab: The Cyclone from

a well-designed coffee table with a

Vorze is the most innovative male

How big would you estimate the

glass of wine. Nobody would think

masturbator available on the market.

market for the Cyclone? How many

VORZE A10 Cyclone SA war a

It is the only masturbator that gives

of these masturbators are you

masturbator you saw it on the couch

you the opportunity to synchronise

hoping to sell within the next year?

next to an iPad, right?

your movies with the Vorze. The Vorze

Robert Schwab: If I just only look at

has the most powerful motor and

the sales figures of the previous

Are you already developing the next

comes as a stand-alone product with

Rends products like the piston and

version

Will

an integrated battery. The motor is

the Cyclone, I must say that I am

there be updates for the software

silent and has an superb finishing,

very optimistic. Both devices sold far

as well?

therefore giving you the idea

better than expected.

of

the

Cyclone?

is

responsible
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“Dropshipping is not simply putting a label on
Rober t o Con ejer o S e l v a t a l k s a b o u t t h e c ha lle n ge s in t he e -c o mme rc e s e gme n t

The e-commerce segment is growing rapidly in all its for ms, and it is undisputed that dropshipping ser vices also contribute to this positive development. But what may seem a rather
simple concept at first glance is actually a ver y demanding ser vice. EAN wanted to lear n
more about the challenges of dropshipping and the changes this ser vice has undergone
since its introduction to the erotic market. Rober to Conejero Selva, the head of Gr utinet,
answered our questions on the topic.
Roberto: I believe that ecommerce grows exponentially
by itself, and naturally also
thanks to the synergy between
the real and virtual worlds.
dropshipping only accounts for
a small part of this business
scenario, and many tech nological and logistical factors
are involved. It is clear that the
contribution of the dropshipping
system to the e-commerce
segment is vital due to cost and
time savings, but there are
other forms of business in the
digital

world

which

also

contribute to its rapid growth.

H a s h i g h h opes for t he fu t u re of
e - c o m merc e: Rob ert o C onejero Sel va (CEO G r utine t)

Is dropshipping a service that is offered, appreciated,
exclusive

and used in all industries and in all markets, or are

S

ince when have dropshipping services been

there exceptions?

available in Europe?

Roberto: I do not think there are exceptions in any

Roberto Conejero Selva: I really don’t know, but we

particular market but it also depends on the type of

know that Grutinet was the first company to offer a

business and characteristics of the product.

dropshipping service in Spain, just over six years ago.

There are online businesses which need different

There must be more European companies working

solutions from dropshipping; for instance, there are

with this business model, since dropshipping was

e-commerce sites selling pharmaceutical items which

available in the US several years earlier

handle the entire order process and send the order
to the pharmacy closest to the consumer's home,

Is the Increasing popularity of the service a result of

and the pharmacist then prepares and delivers the

the rapid growth seen in the e-commerce segment?

product to the customer within hours. The same thing
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a parcel and sending the product to the recipient.”
happens with home-delivered

analyse the possibilities offered by

resources to connect to the

meals, where they offer various

larger-scale investment.

supplier’s system in order to offer
the customer real-time solutions.

options depending on the type of
food you want and the restaurants

There are quite a few companies

In addition, the dropshipping

near you, allowing you to enjoy

in the European erotic market that

supplier must possess a solid

your meal minutes after choosing

offer dropshipping to their custo-

structure that provides all the

it. This is precisely the opposite of

mers. How do you set Grutinet

necessary solutions for the e-tailer:

dropshipping as the stock is

apart from your competitors?

billing, payment systems, process
automation, status information in

decentralised to gain efficiency
instead of concentrating on singlestore orders.
How long has Grutinet been
offering a dropshipping service?
Were you already confident that
this service would become such
a success when you introduced it?
Roberto: Our company has been

.................
Grutinet has always
viewed trend
analysis and new business
opportunities as a
priority and keeps an eye
on the constant changes in
the digital environment.”
................................

“

real time, and – very important - a
conscientious logistical organisation. For all this to happen successfully, you need technology that is
able to adapt to all the changes
and improvements that occur
every day in e-commerce, as well
as a logistics organisation with the
potential to act quickly and
effectively. And that is how we

involved in the Internet world for
Roberto:

began offering dropshipping as a

simply putting a label on a parcel

service more than six years ago.

and sending the product to the

Grutinet has always viewed trend

recipient. It is a much more

In your opinion, what are the most

analysis

business

sophisticated system of coop -

important factors you have to

opportunities as a priority and

eration in which there must be

bear in mind if you want to be

keeps an eye on the constant

harmony between the supplier, the

successful in this field?

changes in the digital environ-

e-tailer, and the consumer.

Roberto: Service, confidence,

ment. We are cautious when it

Everything must flow effortlessly.

capacity, investment, and inno -

comes to any new challenges until

The consumer needs to have a

vation. For us, it is vital that our

a solution has been proven to

satisfying shopping experience,

customers think of our brand with

be feasible.

from the moment they are surfing

a sense of confidence, and our

Our early ideas adapt to the reality

the webshop to the moment they

core goal is to offer first-class

of the market as we progress and

receive the package to the

service to our customers. That

focus our attention on changing

moment they decide if they like

explains our constant commitment

attitudes and customer needs.

the product or prefer to return it or

to investing in technology that

In fact, we are currently working on

exchange it for something more

provides us with sufficient capacity

other projects in order to gain

satisfactory. The e-tailer needs to

to meet market demand, as well

a

have all the necessary technical

as identifying and testing new

better

and

new

understanding

and

Dropshipping
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more than fifteen years and

ourselves from our competitors.
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The Grutinet team

business models that will eventually translate to better

Roberto:

The

typical

customer

profile

of

a

opportunities for our customers. We try to distance

dropshipping service is a technical webmaster or

ourselves from price wars and copying the initiatives

entrepreneur interested in the online sales world, who

of other companies as some of our competitors do.

has the skills and technical know-how to manage a

That never ends well and cripples progress and

webshop. It is also ideal for e-tailers who prefer to

investment in future projects.

combine online sales with an online shop, or use their
website as a virtual catalogue to provide more

Which prerequisites does an online shop have

detailed information and improve sales in their

to

walk-in store. Remember that Grutinet has a broad

meet

so

they

can

make

use

of

your

dropshipping service?

portfolio of over 2,000 customers, mainly made up

Roberto: Our new clients must meet all the legal

of dropshipping customers, walk-in stores, and

business

e-tailers, vending machines etc.

development

and

tax

requirements.

Tax information must be transparent to avoid
discrepancies and legal issues. Regarding technical

What support can e-tailers using your dropshipping

requirements, we also check that all the requirements

service expect as far as things like software, returned

of a high street store are met, including shopping

products, etc. are concerned?

baskets, payment systems etc. and there has to be a
contact and telephone number.

Roberto: If there are technical issues, our software

It is very important for us to have first-class

solutions are highly efficient for the dropshipper, and

collaborators who have professional goals and are

we provide a range of tools and technical solutions.

in business for the long haul.

We also have a team of 30 external companies
which develop standard and custom solutions for

Who can, and who should use the Grutinet

webmasters who need some extra help.

dropshipping service?

Don’t forget that we sell to people who sell to other
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Roberto: I would like to propose a game to any of
these so-called experts: Get yourself a cheap
e-commerce template that you can pick up
anywhere online and try to start selling … Good luck!
The art of online selling is a skill which requires a lot of
dedication, and e-commerce is a vast concept that
is not just about selling a product and transporting it
from one place to another. The market and
competition patterns are changing at an incredible
pace and traditional business models are becoming
Gru t i n et ha s h a d a n i n t e rnet pres enc e for fift een yea rs
and is in its sixth year of offering dropshipping as a service

obsolete. The longer it takes to accept this reality, the

people, so we take the issue of customer service very

SEO, SEM, digital media marketing, database

seriously. Our return product processes are logged

analytics: Such jobs barely existed just a few years

through a RMA (Return Merchandise Authorisation)

ago, but are now essential to any e-commerce

that facilitates interaction between our customers

business or project.

and the end consumer, thus helping to build

I have great admiration and respect for entrepreneurs

confidence and offer a perfect shopping experience.

who do not cease in their efforts to investigate and

more time and energy is lost.

work on new business opportunities through the
What advantages does dropshipping offer to the

Internet and e-commerce. I believe that being ableo

owner of an online shop? No storage costs? No

to work from a garage or bedroom has nothing to

logistics costs? Exploitation of payment periods?

do with talent or the legitimacy of managing your

Roberto: In our case, the customer not only has the

own business.

advantages of having a catalogue of tens of
thousands of references and hundreds of thousands

Another moot point brought up by dropshipping

of units in stock from the moment of starting up, but

critics

he also avoids unnecessary costs for storage and

shops might decide to entice consumers to buy

logistics. We also offer unbeatable transport fees

at their shop by drastically reducing the prices

thanks to our huge volume of shipments, and our

because unlike brick and mortar stores, they

customers can count on the help of our design team,

can stay afloat in spite of smaller margins. Is this a

providing creativity to promote your website. We also

realistic scenario?

see to it that our customers can keep up with market

Roberto: The idea that 'by selling cheaper you can

trends such as flash sales, so we offer a regular

earn more money because you sell more than

schedule of limited offers, and daily offers which help

anyone' is far less successful because online selling

to create loyalty among their customers. Another

is not only about price but popularity, trust, usability,

great advantage of dropshipping is the ability to offer

and

products from different markets, and Grutinet has

professional and making money requires investing

been working in that field that for some months now.

in

is

that

service.
many

these

As

I

semi-professional

mentioned

resources:

hosting,

above,

online

being

programming,

development, design, marketing, corporate image,
The factors mentioned above make it very easy to

customer service. It also requires a huge investment

run an online shop. However, some experts maintain

in positioning, search engines, social media

that this may lead to a situation where there are too

popularity, reputation, service, etc. There is a

many online shops operated in a semi-professional

misleading belief that anyone can destabilise

fashion because people think they can simply run

the

their shop from their bedroom. What is your opinion?

competition. Luckily, everyone likes making money,
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the more the better, but when you don’t play fair,

but if your supplier can also provide inventory

you

of

information in real time, or is capable of providing

investments. Chaos ensues when low profit margins

online solutions for stock break scenarios, everything

have to make up for the costs generated by the

is easier. As far as product quality is concerned, this

high volume of invoices and documentation, and

is provided by brands and manufacturers as we all

the difficulties encountered because of poor

know, and this market is highly professional.

customer service.

They take great care to bring quality goods to the

soon

run

into

trouble

due

to

lack

market. As I said before, the dropshipping system is
much more complex than it

Can Grutinet exert any kind of control
to prevent your customers selling off
products and brands at ridiculously
low prices on the internet?
Roberto: The obsession with price
control is a sensitive issue and some
people use it for their own interests,
unaware that this attitude itself violates the Treaty on the Functioning of
the European Union. So, the answer
to the question is that Grutinet does

.................
SEO, SEM, digital
media marketing,
database analytics:
Such jobs barely existed
just a few years ago,
but are now essential
to any e-commerce
business or project.”
................................

“

may seem at first, but with the
right

approach

and

perfect

organisation, it is a useful solution
that offers more advantages than
disadvantages.
Naturally, everything has a cost and
there is no such thing as perfection,
but it is better to work within a
system of mutual collaboration that
offers the possibility of competitiveness than starting up a busi-

not and cannot exercise any kind of
control over an issue where it has no legal power. If

ness without the possibility of offering a basic service.

you want my personal opinion I would say that I am
in favour of the so-called “perfect economy" rather

How will dropshipping develop from here? Are there

than

monopoly

still elements that can be improved? And how will

that classic retailers would like to impose. There

the dominance of e-commerce behemoths like

are many buyers and sellers, and no side exercises a

Amazon affect the development opportunities of

decisive influence over the price. The market

dropshipping services?

fixes the price and companies must live with it,

Roberto: Everything depends on the volume of

allowing each company to adapt their supply curves

business you are trying to achieve and the slice of

to that price which will be conditioned by their

the cake you want. It is foolish to think that online

manufacturing costs. In order to earn greater profits,

giants are your competition, since there are plenty of

maximum use should be made of technology, and

business opportunities, and the market is big enough

updates need to be implemented continuously.

for us all to live with the huge projects of large

Managing an online store has the same costs as a

corporations. For some reason, when people talk

high street store, and any shop anywhere can offer

about the Internet in general, no distinction is made,

any price they like, whether the business is online

as if the Internet was simply a single selling point, and

or physical.

they fail to grasp that the Internet is bigger than the

the

oligopoly,

not

to

say

"real world" and new opportunities appear daily. The
By using a dropshipping service, isn’t the e-tailer

secret is to understand the developing demands of

relinquishing control over some vital elements of his

the market and harness the fascinating opportunities

business, seeing as he has no influence on availability,

offered by technology.

the quality of the products and the packaging, or

No online business can remain static for very long. I

delivery reliability?

would suggest to the alarmists that they read a short

Roberto: Obviously, the availability of products will

story called "Who took my cheese". There’s nothing

not depend on you but on your dropshipping provider,

to fear, we are going to have a great time.
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“Our franchise model

is low cost and low risk.”
Clonezone's franchising strategy picks up steam

Clonezone opened their first franchise store
in Berlin, and more such shops are soon to
follow as the British retail chain chugs away
on their expansion strategy. Why does
the company rely on franchising
in their expansion plans? What
exactly does this franchising
strategy

entail?

Which

advantages does franchising hold for potential
trade par tners? We asked the questions, and
Conezone's Franchise
and Operations Manager, Nigel Glenn,
gave the answers.

Nigel Glenn, Clonezone's new Franchise and Operations Manager

exclusive

C

lonezone has opened its first franchise store in

This is the first Clonezone franchise store. How long did

Berlin. What can you tell us about this store and

it take to develop your franchise strategy, and how

its location?

quickly could you realise the first store?

Nigel Glenn: Our first franchise store is in a great

Nigel: Developing the perfect strategy took about a

location. We are situated in Schöneberg in the heart of

year. We hired a franchise specialist and looked at our

East Berlin on Kalckreuthstrasse a go to destination for

resources in detail to come up with something that

gay retail.

would benefit both our current business model and the
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Clonezone's first franchise shop
i n t h e E a s t e r n pa rt of Berl in

franchisee. Once in place it only

franchisee can truly benefit from

between £15,000 and £30,000

took 3 months to attract our first

being a one stop destination shop.

dependent on the size of the store.
Cost of shop fit plus epos system

franchisee and open the store and
we already have interest from 5
more potential partners.
How would you sum up your
franchise strategy in a nutshell?
Nigel: Our franchise model is low
cost and low risk. We fully support
our partners from shop fit, training,

etc .is approx. £20,000 - £30,000.

.................
Clonezone has been
in business for
over 30 years so we
have vast experience
in retail and a solid
infrastructure.”
................................

However there are other expenses

“

to consider such as legal fees,
insurance, CCTV etc.
Which prerequisites do franchisees
have to meet before Clonezone
will work with them?
Nigel: For us, finding the right

buying and marketing. This is a
unique opportunity to be part of a

What costs will the franchisees be

people is imperative. We are

growing niche in retail.

facing?

looking

Nigel: To become a franchisee

enthusiastic people to buy into the

Which advantages does the Clo-

you are looking at an initial

Clonezone brand. They will need

nezone franchising concept offer?

investment of approx. £70,000

to prove they have the necessary

Nigel: Clonezone has been in

dependent on the size of your

funds to set up and run a

business for over 30 years so we

store. Our license fee is £18,500

Clonezone store.

have vast experience in retail and

and

operations

need to be honest, reliable and

a solid infrastructure. On top of that

manual, training, ongoing support,

have a strong work ethic. You

we have many popular brands

launch

and

can give people the tools but

that are exclusive to us that our

marketing material, corporate work

ultimately success is up to them.

franchisees will also benefit from.

wear, website listing and business

Building a business can be hard

Our extensive range means that a

stationery. Stock layout can be

and you have to work long hours.

includes

our

support,
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More Clonezone franchise shops will open soon,
f o l l o w ing t he c onc ept of t he t he s ho p in Be r lin

to manage certain things. With regards to operating

.................
We are looking for committed and
enthusiastic people to buy
into the Clonezone brand.”
................................

practices and store store standards we believe the

“

initial training programme in conjunction with our
stores operations manual provide our franchisees
with all the tools necessary to deliver a great
store every day.

Our role, is to make it as easy as possible for them.

Competition has been getting fiercer in the brick

How does Clonezone support the franchisees along

and mortar trade throughout the past years – also,

the way?

and especially in the field of erotic products. How

Nigel: We have hired a Franchise and Operations

do you deal with this situation?

Manager with over 27 years of experience and he

Nigel: We have always aimed to make our stores a

will hold our partners hand every step of the way.

destination. I think the attention to detail and always
being one step ahead is what sets us apart. Our

Why did Clonezone choose to take this path instead

stores have a very distinctive look, from the

of expanding by simply opening new stores of

flooring

your own?

stores will reflect this. As well as developing and

Nigel: By franchising we are able to grow and

producing our own brand ranges, we are also always

strengthen our brand without the investment. Not

looking for new and exciting brands; and when we

only does our brand become known internationally,

find them, we ensure we secure exclusive deals

our buying power is increased thus helping our existing

on them.

to

the

hangers,

and

our

franchise

business as well as our franchisees.
Who should interested parties turn to? Are you
Clonezone is a well-known brand and dedicated to

looking for new franchisees all over Europe or only in

top

certain markets?

quality?

How

can

you

make

sure

that

your franchisees live up to your standards on a

Nigel: We are looking for partners worldwide! There is

daily basis?

no reason why our franchise model will not work across

Nigel: This will be monitored by our Franchise and

all continents.

Operations Manager. The shop specifications and

Those that are interested can visit clonezone.co.uk

products available are specified by us, so this helps

and click on the franchise tab for more details.
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“We have some exciting times ahead!“
Marc Williams presents IMTOY

Design and functionality are still impor tant aspects of a sex toy, but the sof tware controlling
these products is also becoming increasingly impor tant. Knowing this, the Chinese company
IMTOY, headquar tered in Beijing, relied on top- of-the-shelf technology and sof tware for
their first two products to set them apar t from the competition. In our EAN inter view, we
t a l ke d w i t h I M T OY ' s S a l e s M a n a g e r, M a r c W i l l i a m s , a b o u t h i s u p - a n d - c o m i n g c o m p a n y
about the future of the erotic market and its products.
exclusive

I

MTOY is a company that focusses on combining erotic

Marc Williams: IMTOY’s philosophy is simply to make

products with modern technology. Please tell us more

the best products possible. We do not compromise on

about the company. Who is running IMTO?

aesthetics, functionality, or product quality in order to

Marc Williams: IMTOY is a relatively new company,

save costs. We strive to make unique and innovative

founded in 2012. We are headquartered in Beijing, and

products that have the wow factor. The most important

the founder and CEO is Wilson Wang. He had the

aspect for us is top notch quality, the reason being that

inspiration and vision to create our first two amazing

we are targeting the high-end market with both

products. We have a design team in Las Vegas, USA,

products. We want to get everything right the first time,

and offices in Tokyo, Japan, and Hong Kong.

something that’s extremely important for a new brand
in such a well-established market.

Is there a philosophy that the company follows? What
aspects are the most important when it comes to

Your company currently offers two products, called Piu

product development?

and Candy. What kind of products are these?
Marc Williams: Piu is a men’s masturbator with a twist. It
has three motors that are independently operated and
it also has a movie app. This ever expanding movie
library makes it possible to watch movies which are
each coded to control Piu’s vibration patterns according
to the on-screen action. This feature brings a new
dimension to pornographic movies.
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.................
Using the internet-based concept, we want to
provide a more open and next-to-free service to
our users so that more content can be enjoyed. “
................................

“

and also ultra violet sterilisation. It

Your other product is called Piu. It's

truly is unique!

a masturbator which also can be
connected to a smartphone via

The Kegel exerciser is con-

Bluetooth. Apart from this feature,

nected tp an app which

what sets it apart from other

tracks the exercise prothe

Marc Williams:The unique app for

advantages of using an

Piu has an ever expanding library of

app for this?

movies that are individually coded

Marc Williams: It means

to make Piu vibrate more or less

that

gress.

What

are

know

intensely, and with various undu-

how far they have come

lating patterns according to the

and how much further

on-screen action. It allows the

they have to go until their

user to feel more immersed within

the

users

pelvic floor muscles have
Marc Williams,
Sa l e s M a n a ge r a t IM TOY

masturbators on the market?

the movie.

recovered. With its training alerts,
one will never forget a session and

Piu can be connected to an app

delay one’s recovery. The app is

on a smartphone, which synchro-

Let's talk a bit about the Candy first.

perfect for users from beginner to

nises its stimulation to a movie.

It looks like most Kegel exerciser do,

advanced levels and fosters a

How does the app trans-

but there is a lot of technology

steady recovery process.

late a movie into
movement?

hidden inside. Which features does
Candy have?

Can the users change the exercise

Marc Williams: Candy is our latest

plan to their own needs? How

product, and it is very exciting for us

much of the plan can be auto-

since it attracted lots of positive

mated to create the best results?

attention following its soft launch at

Marc Williams: Before using the

ETO Show, Birmingham. Candy is a

programme, the user’s personal

Kegel ball that contains a wireless

details are entered into the app

induction charging system, smart

so that the exercise plan can

training programme chip, pressure

be tailored to that individual

sensor, lithium ion battery, vibrating

needs. The programme even

motor, and a Bluetooth connection.

takes menstrual cycles into ac-

In addition, there is an app allowing

count so that the user can have

you to monitor your exercise

a break from training that will not

progress. This is not all, however,

adversely affect their results.

since

Once the program has begun,

Candy’s

carry

case

is

multifunctional in that it provides a

it is fully automated, so no

charging dock for wireless charging

further input is required.
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The P in app pr o v ide s use r s w ith a
steadily growing library of films
IMTOY's first product, Pin, is a masturbator
that can be synced with erotic videos

movies. Using the

Can any movie be
used or is there a fixed set you

internet-based
concept, we want to

provide?
Marc Williams: The Blue-

provide

a

more

open

and

connection

next-to-free service to our users so that more content

enables the app to

can be enjoyed. Each of our apps are updated

tell Piu how to behave at

frequently and can be downloaded through the

tooth

any point in a movie. With a lot

apps themselves.

of work, each movie is uniquely coded
so that no two are the same. At the moment, only

In your personal opinion: Which role will the software

movies watched through the app will have

of sex-toys play in the future of this industry?

this

Marc Williams: That’s a great question. Software, the

function,

however,

this

library

is

always

expanding and we aim to

internet, and app’s will shape

have a lot more content

this industry’s future. It will forge

within the next few months.
The beauty of this tech nology is that there is
room for further developments and updates as and
when required.
Does the user need to be
connected to the internet

.................
We strive to make unique and
innovative products that have
the wow factor. The most important
aspect for us is top notch quality,
the reason being that we are
targeting the high-end market
with both products“
................................

“

a new path that many will
follow. Innovative technology
allows for new concepts to be
developed relatively easily
and to accommodate new
trends. I expect 3D movies
and virtual reality technology
to play a significant role in the
sex toy world in the next 5 to

all the time while using the

10 years. We have some

app? Does it also work with

exciting times ahead!

TVs or PCs?
Marc Williams: The internet does not have to be

Where can IMTOY’s products be bought in Europe?

connected if a movie has been downloaded to the

Are you working together with distributors?

app, meaning that on-the-go use is easy. It is

Marc Williams: We are in talks with some very well known

compatible with smartphones and tablets with either

distributors in Germany, the UK, and the Netherlands, all

Android 4.3/iOS 7.0 or later versions.

of whom are very interested in what we are doing. We
hope to be ready to launch in Europe this September

The connection to the cloud allows your products to

as we are currently improving the packaging and a few

collect data about the user behaviour. How are you

other aspects with input from these distributors. We want

planning to use this data to improve the product?

everything to be perfect for launch and are willing to

Will there be continuous updates for the software?

do what it takes to make sure this happens. We may be

Marc Williams: IMTOY has the internet in its genes,

a new company but we are planning for a long and

we intend to use BIG data to perfect our content and

successful future. Expect to see more exciting new

develop a more user-friendly way to navigate the

products from us in the not too distant future.
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“The 'XO' really gives us a visual mark that
Susan Colvin presents the new CalExotics logo

Califor nia Exotic Novelties is one of the biggest producers of sex toys, not only in the
U n i t e d S t a t e s , b u t w o r l d w i d e . R e c e n t l y, t h e c o m p a n y i n t r o d u c e d a n e w l o g o . To l e a r n
more about the reasons for this step and the impact it is going to have on CalExotics'
corporate presentation, EAN asked Susan Colvin, President and CEO of CalExotics for
a n i n t e r v i e w.

.................
We’ll be launching several
additional changes to assets
in the next year to support these
efforts, but it made sense
for this change to come first.”
................................

“
Susan Colvin, President
and CEO of CalExotics
exclusive

W

hat was the reason for CalExotics to get a

Susan Colvin: This is not the first time we looked at

new logo?

updating this mark. We looked at options a few years

Susan Colvin: Over the past couple of years, we’ve

ago, none were compelling. When we invited a new

made many changes to our business from marketing

creative group in, they mentioned that the 'XO' was

to operations to accommodate the growth of our

a defining characteristic that could serve as a

business. During the past year, we talked with our

cornerstone of the mark. While we evaluated variants,

customers and retailers who all agreed that the focus

this stood out as more intimate, personal and sexy.

should be on driving consumer demand for products.

These elements were our goals of how we want our

In re sponse, we felt that brand recognition and

customers to experience our products, and therefore,

awareness were important to address. We’ll be

the brand.

launching several additional changes to assets in the
next year to support these efforts, but it made sense

How important is it for a manufacturer of erotic

for this change to come first.

products to be recognised as a brand today?
Susan Colvin: Without the presence of a clear brand,

Which message did you want your new logo to

erotic products become commodity goods without

transport and how were these specifications

accountability for their quality, reliability and service.

implemented?

The logo change is part of a larger innovation effort
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helps us stand out from the competition.”

in our branding, one which started

brand, the shortened name will

that we need to get in order

a couple years ago with cleaner

help us with our visual identifi -

before launching a world-wide

box designs to help the consumers

cation. The 'XO' really gives us a

media campaign.

identify our products. CalExotics

visual mark that helps us stand out

stands

innovation

from the competition, the fact that

How will the new logo with its

and fun. We believe that we

it has a cute meaning in the US is

colours black and red influence

produce the best products in

just a small benefit. Internally, we

the current and future packaging

the industry evidenced by our

feel that the 'XO' connotes passion,

design of CalExotics products?

reputation that we stand by our

we feel that our logo now evokes

Susan Colvin: We’re excited about

products. We were the first brand

the same emotion that people get

all the opportunities that we have

to offer product warranties.

from using our products.

to build our brand. It’s much too

for

quality,

early for us to comment on the
One central element of the new

How can retailers benefit from

creative vector of the packaging,

logo is a red 'xo' in the middle.

the redesign? Will there be a

but as an essential element of the

While this is known to Americans

campaign accompanying the

consumer journey to understand

as a symbol for 'hugs and kisses'

new logo to bring CalExotics as

the brand, it’s under consideration

it's not a well known term in

a brand into the minds of the

like everything else.

Europe, especially in countries

end customers?

where English is not the first

Susan Colvin: We’re looking at our

A

language. Do you think that the

consumer

identifying

especially for a company like

new logo still works without this

areas for improvement to capture

yours, with over 3000 SKUs. What's

knowledge or will a part of the

each of our target audiences.

your schedule for this process?

brand message be lost?

Research is really the foundation

Susan Colvin: We’ll start the

Susan Colvin: For many years

of how we approach marketing,

transition in July, but this is a

customers and consumers have

and we’ll continue to deploy

long process. For less expensive

shortened our name, and this

measured

drive

and

journey,

strategies

to

rebranding

fast

takes

moving

time,

items,

we

change helps us connect our

awareness

loyal

anticipate this to happen rather

shortened name to our brand in a

consumers. We are exploring all

quickly. For new products, we’ll

significant way. Plus, as we embark

opportunities to profitably place

launch them with the new logo at

on a long-term journey to create

our brand in front of consumers.

the January 2016 Adult Novelty

consumer

There are many different elements

Manufacturers Expo.

awareness

for

the

and
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“In the long run,

we may find ourselves in a squeeze.“

Tobias Eckhoff, Managing Director of Ledick Filmhandel GmbH, shares his thoughts on the DVD market

The future prospects of the adult DVD are less than rosy, but discs are still being sold. Ledick
Filmhandel GmbH even sells more DVDs today than they did a few years ago, as the company's
Managing Director, Tobias Eckhoff, explains in our EAN inter view. Maybe it has to do with the
fact that there are fewer and fewer suppliers in the market, and the fact that DVD prices have
bottomed out definitely plays a big role as well. We asked Tobias about the current situation
and the future of the adult DVD.
exclusive

L

It is also a fact that there are fewer companies in the

Tobias Eckhoff: Yes and no. I recently read a statistic about

kage?

international porn consumption, and it said that only 16

Tobias: All things considered, we are doing surprisingly well.

per cent of all users still watch adult entertainment on disc.

We don't live off new products as many other suppliers do.

In the age of Tube sites, that's not really surprising. In the

Therefore, we are used to selling films at low prices. Due to

long run, we may find ourselves in a squeeze. I expect that

our wide and varied back catalogue we still do solid busi-

porn DVDs will be around for a few more years, but ultima-

ness in that area. I have said it many times before, and I

tely, they will disappear.

will say it again: I think the only reason we are still around is

et's get right to the heart of the matter: Is the adult DVD

market now. How did Ledick Filmhandel survive this shrin-

dead or not (yet)?

because we never experienced the golden age of the
When talking to people in this market, you often hear that

DVD market. We never used 50 euro bills to light Cuban ci-

“sales figures are okay, but the prices have hit rock bottom“.

gars, and we never flew to Majorca for two weeks to attend

Is that a fitting description of the overall situation?

a meeting. No one in this company ever rode around in

Tobias: Yes, on the whole it is. We sell more DVDs than

a 911 or an A8. We are hard-working people, and I think

we did a few years back, but the prices are ruined.

our customers appreciate that. They know that they are in

One might argue that we are the architects of our

good hands.

own demise, picking up the low-price content from
the US and selling them at just a few euros, but the

Talking about your customers: How has your clientele

thing is this: If we don't do it, someone else will.

changed over the course of the past years? Seeing as

The retailers are not willing to invest money

the video rental landscape has changed dramatically,

in this segment any more, so they'll pass if

who are you selling your erotic DVDs to nowadays?

you offer a special packaging design

Tobias: Yes, the people who are running video rental stores

that costs one euro more. There have

have really taken the brunt of the damage. Some years

been special packaging editions in

ago, we were supplying many rental stores with DVDs,

the age of VHS, and they are still

today most orders are from online retailers and sex shops..

around, for instance mediabooks,
etc. But unfortunately, there are only

When new formats, namely Blu-ray and 3D discs

roughly 10 companies left that use

appeared on the horizon, people were hoping that this

these special boxes to offer the con-

might breathe new life into the video market. Was that

sumer added value. It's a pity, really.

just wishful thinking?

Tobias Eckhoff and his business partner Christian Carstens
a r e a t t he hel m of Led ic k F il mha nd el G mbH
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Tobias: As a matter of fact, the new formats have worked

and constantly. At the moment, however, I feel that people

out quite well for us. We have always been among the first

are looking for extreme content. But there are still heavy

to embrace new things, and we still are. As far as the Ger-

users who know what they want and are willing to pay for

man wholesale segment is concerned, we offer one of

it. Unfortunately, they don't get what they are looking for in

the greatest selections of Blu-ray and 3D products.

the stores all that often, so many of them order online. As

The problem is that, while mainstream Blu-rays are offered

for performers, well … There are hundreds of them, but the

at roughly the same price levels as DVDs nowadays, porn

ones that really make a difference nowadays are usually

shops still want much more money for their Blu-rays, so

small-scale entrepreneurs who offer content on their own

that is naturally a big turn-off for the consumers. Sure, the

websites. They don't have DVDs. Of course, there are still

quality is much, much better, but the consumer doesn't

your traditional porn stars, and some of them can still sell a

buy porn Blu-rays because he wants to be able to see

flick, but their influence on the consumers is waning.

every pimple on the actress' butt in high definition. He
Ledick Filmhandel GmbH is what you'd

buys them to be stimulated, just like he bought nudie ma-

call a one-stop shop. Would you mind

gazines to be stimulated, and those weren't
in hi-def either. Unfortunately, there is a com-

giving our readers an overview of your products?

bination of factors that effectively killed the

Tobias: Sure, no problem. Basically, we are the all-inone solution for the German-speaking market

potential of Blu-ray in the porn market.

because we are the only ones to offer hardcore,

Today, hardly anyone produces new Blu-

.................
I expect that porn
DVDs will be around
for a few more years,
but ultimately, they
will disappear.“
................................

“

Ledick is all about films – as should be
clarified by this picture

rays any more. But fortunately, we still

feature films, games, and accessories. In short,

have hundreds of titles in stock for our

anything a retailer or rental store owner needs, he

customers.

can get from us – all in one place.
Hardcore: new films, back catalogue, boxes, budget compilations, Blu-rays, discounted products, odd

What are the consumers looking for
today? Are they predominantly going by

lot products, exclusive labels

price, do they want certain types of content, or are they

Feature films: new films, back catalogue, new rental titles,

buying films that have their favourite performers in them?

budget packs, Blu-rays, discounted products, odd lot pro-

Tobias: It's hard to make concrete statements as far as

ducts, exclusive labels

consumer preferences are concerned. One day, hardcore

Packaging materials for the shipment of our products, in-

teen porn is selling really well, the next day, it's nasty humi-

cluding carton boxes specifically tailored for the shipment

liation porn or another genre, things are changing quickly

of DVDs
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.................
Basically, we are the
all-in-one solution
for the German-speaking
market.“
................................

“

Ledick Filmhandel GmbH offers fair prices,
high availability, and quick delivery

Accessories such as DVD
and BD cases in all shapes and colours

Tobias: There are such plans, be we are not making
Fair prices, a large selection, high availability, quick delivery

an aggressive acquisition push. You can't force things

– are those your strong points?

like that. It comes together organically, or it doesn't.

Tobias: Absolutely! Those are our strong points in

Take Videorama, for instance. That's a label we have

a nutshell.

been doing great business with for many years, and
the chemistry was right, so it felt like a logical step to

Your company is also active as a distributor, and you are

add the two partnering labels Videorama & Puaka to

carrying numerous exclusive labels. What can you tell us

our range.

about those?
Tobias: We are indeed the exclusive distributor of several

What does the future hold in store for physical media

labels, and we offer a great selection of titles from these

in the adult content market?

labels, adding new titles all the time. For instance, we will

Tobias: In the long run: nothing. But if you look at the

be expanding our range of back catalogue films from

next few years, there is still success to be had in this

Videorama and Puaka over the course of the next months.

shrinking market, however moderate it may be. As a

Videorama – 1,000 titles in stock

well-established company, we can still achieve reaso-

Puaka – 400 titles in stock

nable turnover. Of course, things are getting tougher,

SG-Video – 620 titles in stock

and there are days when you wish you'd stayed in bed,

PornConCept – 111 titles in stock

but this business is still bringing in enough money for us

Eronite – 100 titles in stock

because we have international business relationships.

Swank – 300 titles in stock
Many companies that were once focussing on adult
Which criteria and prerequisites determine whether or

DVDs left the sinking ship and are now selling and

not you add a label to your distribution range?

distributing sex toys. Did you ever consider doing

Tobias: At the end of the day, the chemistry has to be

the same?

right. Either we click, or we don't. The main criterion here is

Tobias: Yes, we did, and a few years back we even

not just money and quantities. There are labels that we

hired somebody who was familiar with that market. If

add for reasons of prestige, but there are also labels that

you are going to get into a new segment, you need

we need to keep afloat because they sell well. Ultimately,

someone who knows the ins and outs of this market,

there are many reasons why I decide to add this label to

otherwise you don't even need to bother. Unfortunately,

the range and stay away from that label.

that didn't really work out the way we had hoped. So
we invested all our energy in our core business again.

Do you have plans to add more labels in the near future?

There are many companies that have failed making

Are you also interested in labels that are not native to the

this transition, and I am just happy that we didn't invest

German market?

too much money into that foray.
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“We are a strong believer

communication is a definite
D i n os An dre o u pre s e n t s t h e K i s s e n ge r, s e n din g k is s e s via t he in t e rn e t
Many people in long-distance relationships miss the physical closeness of their par tner. The
erotic industr y has been working for some time to remedy this woe, and with the recent
developments in teledildonics, some big steps have been taken
and

some

highly

impressive

products

have

been

presented. The Kissenger also gets par tners to feel
close to one another over great distances, utilising
a concept that is at the same time ver y similar
to, and ver y different from teledildonics. The
name of the products is ver y telling, a
combination of “kiss“ and “messenger“ that
clearly hints at the basic idea behind the
product: sending kisses via the internet. In
our inter view, Dinos Andreou, the Business
Development Executive of Kissengers Pte
Ltd, tells EAN about the challenges his

D i n o s A n d r e o u, t he Bu s ines s D evel opment
E x e c o f K i ss eng er Pt e Lt d a nd s eria l inv e sto r

Singapore-based star t-up had to overcome
during the development process, and he tells
us why his product also holds potential for the
erotic trade.

exclusive

B

efore we talk about your product – the Kissenger –

How did you come up with the idea of creating a

could you first introduce yourself and the people

device that sends kisses via the internet?

behind your product to our readers?

Dinos

Dinos Andreou: The name is Dinos Andreou. I’m the busi-

technical head of Kissengers Pte Ltd, is a world-

ness development exec behind Kissengers Pte Ltd and a

class authority in robotics and haptic technology

serial angel investor. The inventor of the Kissenger concept

and has published many articles on the matter

and co-founder of Kissengers Pte Ltd is Dr. Hooman Sa-

as

mani, professor of Robotics at the National Taipei University.

The inspiration came from our view that there was

Andreou:

well

as

Dr.

Hooman,

developed

who

numerous

is

the

concepts.

definitely a need to improve video chats with the
What is the Kissenger?

sense of touch. Both of us having spent many years

Dinos Andreou: The Kissenger is the world’s first physical

in long distance relationships, we understood the

kiss transfer device. To describe it simply, it is a gadget with

struggle. However, we wanted to avoid going for an

artificial lips which, when kissed, replicate the kiss on the

erotic “adult” gadget, instead opting for something

receiving side. It’s meant to be used to enhance intimacy

more innocent and widespread. And what’s better

during video chatting.

than a loving kiss?
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that haptic
part of our future.”
The original concept for the Kissenger

also had to do several user tests,

dates back to 2011. Why did the

modifications and changes over the

development take so long and what

past years.

were the main challenges you had

Personal Reasons forced the project

to overcome during this process?

to be shelved for a while.

Dinos Andreou: The concept was
originally conceived at the Cute

The first version of the Kissenger looked

Dinos Andreou: There are thousands

Centre of NUS and it was more of a

rather cute, with eyes and ears, while

of ways someone can send a kiss,

laboratory curiosity. The idea of

the latest version has a more neutral

and having a device able to replicate

commercialising the Kissenger and

/ abstract look. What are the

all of them would mean restructuring

turning it into an actual product was

challenges in regards to the design

a complete artificial mouth, lips and

put in motion in 2012. The main chal-

for your product? Why did you settle

tongue. Something like that would be

lenges we had to overcome were:

for the version we can see today?

extremely expensive to make with

Difficulties in raising funds: We are

Dinos Andreou: We wanted to avoid

current technology and it would be a

based in Singapore, and raising funds

the “cute animal” look because we

strange product on stand-alone basis

for such a project is extremely difficult.

don’t want the Kissenger to be

as well as kind of creepy. We needed

Although we received a government

perceived as a toy. It’s meant to trans-

to focus on the simplest and most

grant, actually accessing those funds

fer a kiss, and bring more intimacy to

commonly used kiss, the simple

was an insanely bureaucratic process

a long distance relationship so we

smooch, and find a way of making

which took us back months

went for a more neutral, sleek design,

the lips move in a realistic and

Software Development: There are ten

rather than an over-sized Tamagotchi.

acceptable way considering the limi-

start-ups popping up every minute,

Furthermore, the current design allows

tations, and get the product to the

and large companies are paying big

for customisation (i.e. personalising the

market as quickly as possible. We be-

bucks for talent. That, combined with

shell, the visor could be removed to

lieve that fast improvements and in-

the fact that the Kissenger software

allow for space for a webcam, etc.)

novations can only take place if

was something never done before

which are options we wish to offer all

something is out in the market, and

made it very difficult to find a good

the buyers in the future.

not stuck for years in an academic

software developer. We had to go

We organised a contest in 2012, invi-

lab.Kissenger is achieving this with a

through four developers and this pro-

ting a number of designers to present

combination of a pressure sensor (sen-

cess took almost two years.

their ideas, and held a vote to choose

sing the strength of the kiss), and servo

the basic design. The current design

motors which cause the lips to move

won with almost 65% of the votes.

in variable degrees depending on the

Hardware

development:

Even

though some prototypes were deve-

strength of the kiss received.

loped, we had to spend lots of time
and effort on improvement. Our cur-

Let's talk about the technical aspects:

The system is designed to send and

rent product looks and functions very

how does the Kissenger manage to

receive the signal simultaneously, as if

different from initial prototypes. We

emulate a real kiss?

it was a real kiss between two people.
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Could it be used for other purposes as well, for example to emulate lip movement of somebody I
talk to through a webcam? Did you come up with other uses during your development?
Dinos Andreou: We are already researching much more advanced ways of
transferring motion over the net and as a matter of fact, yes, we are
experimenting with using a camera as an input device. We already have
a prototype mini-surrogate which is doing just that.
For the Kissenger specifically, we believe its future evolutions will include
much more detailed lip movement, but the method of input will
always be touch and pressure.
Why did you choose to make this concept into a marketable
product?
Dinos Andreou: Good question. The Kissenger
team has a number of prototypes and
ideas, all

based the notion of

transferring the sense of touch
and pressure over the net.
However, we believe that rather
than continuing to do research
on all of these in an academic
lab, the development would be
much faster if there was a profitable,
active company behind it.
With that in mind, and the huge amount
of publicity that the Kissenger received
back in 2011-2012, we saw that it was the
perfect option to be our first product to hit
the market.
Which customer group do you have in mind for
the Kissenger? Is it only couples in long distance
relationships?
Dinos Andreou: Far from it. Although long distance
couples are the main customer group, they are
not the only ones which exchange kisses.
Even couples who live in the same city but not in the
same house would benefit from that. Sending a kiss
goodnight through the Kissenger would be a much
better option than an “xxx” text message.
We are also targeting families where one child is abroad studying, or
where the mother/father spends a lot of time at work away from their
baby.
Could you imagine the Kissenger also being sold in erotic retail stores?
After all, kisses and eroticism are strongly connected.
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The cur r e nt Kisse n ge r de sign co n sume r s wi ll
be se e in g in sto r e s at the e n d o f t h e yea r

Dinos Andreou: We don’t see why

Dinos Andreou: We are currently in discussions with

not! Even though it’s not an “erotic gadget”, we

investors to raise funds for manufacturing as well as

acknowledge that erotic retail stores sell items which

preparing a crowdfunding campaign, which we aim to

enhance and make relationships more interesting. So why

launch in August We expect to ship the first Kissengers

not long distance relationships?

by end of this year, before Christmas

How did your test

.................
Even though it’s not an “erotic
sing a machine? Isn't
gadget”, we acknowledge that erotic
that a bit awkward? retail stores sell items which enhance
Dinos Andreou: You and make relationships more interesting.”
would think that, but ................................

In your opinion, what will be the

subjects react to kis-

next step in the development of

you need to take into

believer that haptic communi-

“

haptic communication via the
internet? Which trends should we
look out for?
Dinos Andreou: We are strong

consideration the overall experience. Our test subjects did

cation is a definite part of our future.

not feel they were kissing a machine, more like an

We think that more and more motor and pressure

extension of their loved one on the other side of the screen.

related technologies will become more and more

It’s the same as calling a loved one you haven’t heard in

prevalent, giving a true sense of impact and pressure,

years. You’re feeling their voice, not the phone.

unlike the electric pulses which are popular now.

Of course every first attempt was met with giggles from
every test subject since it’s not a real kiss, but we think that

Is you company planning to continue development in

adds to the appeal and the playfulness of the Kissenger,

this field?

without being a toy.

Dinos Andreou: Most definitely yes. The Kissenger is our

Our test results are reviewed and published at high

first product, a baby step into becoming an

prestigious international conferences and in journals which

independent company. We will not rest until we are

verifies that the user studies are also scientifically correct.

able to create a full on surrogate which could
transfer every single sense from across the globe.

What will be the next steps in the development of the

The uses and the good something like that can

Kissenger? When do you plan to start shipping?

bring to mankind are endless.
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Eddie Marklew
Q ue s t io n s & A n s w e rs

Eddie Marklew is a bit of a wanderer between the worlds as far as language and cultural
heritage are concerned, but also with respect to his job as international representative of the
TENGA brand. By the way, Eddie had already worked with world-famous brands before working
for one of the biggest names in the masturbator industr y. Which brands those are, you wonder?
Well, he'll tell you, in this edition of EAN's “Monthly Mayhem“.
exclusive

In which country of the world is it most difficult to sell masturbators?
Eddie: There are a lot of legal obstacles for Middle-Eastern countries where the government is closely tied to
religious values deeply rooted in their cultural history. We don’t make any claims regarding people’s beliefs so
for now, it is what it is.
What was your childhood ambition?
Eddie: I was raised in England but am half Japanese, so it was always a dream of mine to visit Japan – that
came true on a “short holiday” when I was 19; I ended up staying and have been here ever since…
How did you fall the love toy industry?
Eddie: I’ve been a freelance translator for almost as long as I’ve been in Japan, and through
very, very good luck (and a little sweat) I’ve had the opportunity to translate for companies like
Coca Cola, Turkish Airlines, and Breitling. Of course these were fascinating jobs, but I’ll never forget
the first time a friend introduced me to my now-boss Masa Sato who asked me to translate the
TENGA website.
If you weren’t in this industry what would you be doing now?
Eddie: If not honing my skills as a translator and copywriter? I’d probably be running
a bar in some hole-in-the-wall in Tokyo. Either would be great but I’m having a lot of
fun with my current career.
What was the biggest step in your career?
Eddie: In this particular “career” it’s not that there are any step ups within TENGA –
we all work together without a convoluted hierarchy. That said, working for a new,
growing company like TENGA that is constantly innovating and making waves (admittedly more so in Japan than in Europe – for now!) has been amazing.
Where do you see yourself in 10 years’ time?
Eddie: Tough one…! With the growth of the company we are putting more of our power into
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................
I’d probably
do it all again.”
...........................

“

the global market, meaning instead

model idea, but I have a lot of

nal bathing has gotten me used to

of being a jack-of-all-trades some

respect for great thinkers.

naked people long before I joined

of us can hunker down and focus

this industry. Can’t really think of

on more specific tasks. If my future

Imagine you have been asked to

has me in TENGA, I’d love to be

award a medal to someone. Who’s

heading a number of global

the lucky winner?

With whom would you like to go to

marketing

Eddie: Not sure if anyone that I feel

the cinema and what film would

deserves a medal would really feel

you watch?

the value in one…!

Eddie: If I could get a personal

efforts

for

B2C

in

mainstream channels.
How do you envisage the future of

anyone that would bother me.

commentary from Kitano (“Beat”)

the love toy industry?

Which personal success are you

Takeshi on one of his films that’d be

Eddie: On the “adult industry” side,

proud of?

sweet. Or perhaps a historical

teledildonics and VR are already

Eddie: Learning Japanese within my

drama with a person who was there

beginning to stir. That’s all fun but

first year here, and being able to

to call out all the bullsh*t?

for the mainstream (our main

help others learn now, is pretty nice.

objective) I’d like to see more

I have a lot of interest in languages

You have a month’s holiday. Where

functional devices and bigger

and their use in marketing but I still

would you go?

focus on sexual health.

have much to learn from the two

Eddie: My resolution this year is to

languages I know now to start on a

see more of Japan, but otherwise

third…!

perhaps back to England to visit the

What is your idea of a perfect

family – although I do that every

working day?
Eddie: No e-mails. Well, I can

What do you particularly like about

dream, can’t I?

yourself?

year around the time of eroFame!

Eddie: Some say I talk too much

Which three things would you take

How do you relax after work?

because I like the sound of my own

with you to a deserted island?

Eddie: Since I work 12:00 to 21:00,

voice.

Eddie: Booze, food, and the magic
lamp from “Aladdin.”

I like to relax in the morning.
Meditate, cook, and hit the gym.

What song do you sing in he sho-

Of course that’s the ideal – usually I

wer?

If you could swap lives with some-

get up late, whack one out (with a

Eddie: My shower at home in Tokyo

body for a day, who would it be?

TENGA ;) ), hit the shower and head

is too small to really sing in without

Eddie: Insight into being a woman

to work!

inhaling water/shampoo…

would be interesting.

Who would you consider your role

Who would you never ever like to

Is there anything you would never

model and why?

see naked?

do again?

Eddie: I’m not a big fan of the role

Eddie: The Japanese and commu-

Eddie: I’d probably do it all again.
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